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This Landscape Design Statement has been compiled to 
describe the landscape proposal for the site at Daneswell 
Place in Glasnevin, Dublin 9.

The parent permission site area extends to 2.02 hectares 
in area. 

The proposed landscape design described in this report 
outlines how the completion of the parent permission site 
area might happen, in a manner coordinated with works al-
ready undertaken and possible future development  of ad-
jacent lands.

Introduction

Developer     Scanron Limited
Development Manager    Corcom
Architecture    Plus Architecture Limited
Landscape Architecture   Plus Architecture Limited
Planning Consultancy   McGill Planning
Civil Engineering     JOR
Traffic Engineering    Aecom
Daylight & Sunlight   IN2
Townscape Visual Impact Assessment  Modelworks
Conservation Consultant Micheal O’Boyle

View from site of Chimney (Protected Structure) on adjacent Smufit Lands

View towards Site showing former Players Factory (Protected Structure) in foreground View towards Site from viewpoint towards Phibsbourough Site Location relative to City Centre

SITE
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The site is located in the north Dublin suburb of 
Glasnevin. The proposed landscape is set within a 
previously approved application of terraced hous-
ing, now partially complete. These three story 
houses form a bounded condition to the south and 
eastern boundaries which respond to the mature 
setting of redbrick housing of Iona Road and Iona 
Park. To the north are the established industrial 
buildings of the former John Player Factory which 
houses a protected structure , a brick industrial 
chimney. The proposed development is situated on 
the site of former print works where the western 
boundary was aligned with lime trees to Botanic 
Road. The scale of the proposed development ad-
jacent to the current print works and former John 
Player Factory responds to the scale of the north-
erly built environment. Vehicular permeability of 
an existing road alignment is preserved within the 
site from the previously approved terraced hous-
ing application. Existing lime trees & railings to Bo-
tanic road are proposed for retention. .   

Introduction

Site Location in Surrounding Context

SITE

Phibsborough

Botanic Gardens

Glasnevin Cemetery
Griffith Park

Shandon Park

Royal Canal

Tolka River

Site Extent (red-line indicating entire Masterplan site, red-shade indicating subject application site)

View within Site: adjacent chimney View within Site: Houses constructed View within Site: northern boundary View within Site: eastern boundary Aerial View of site prior to Development

01      |      Introduction & Context
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KEY:
1. Public Amenity and Games Lawn
2. Public playground older children refer to :
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
3. Public playground younger children refer to:
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
4. Feature seating and table area.
5. Canopy with trailing planting over . 
 Seating at base within playground
6. Feature tree underplanted with public seating bench
7. Raised table shared surface
8. Residential courtyard
9. Sculpture
10. Seating element
11. Planted pergola with interated gate to link junior and senior 
 playgrounds
12. Planted arbour
13. Paving natural stone 80mm vehicular traffic 40mm 
 pedestrian on bound sub-base.
14. Public bench
15. Bicycle stand
16. Permeable resin bound gravel surface
17. Semi vegetated natural stone paved area with permeable 
 vegetated zones
18. Permeable bark rubber play surface
19. Permeable resin bound gravel.
20. Communal open space courtyard
21. Universal access parking bay
22. Parking bay
23. Privacy Strip

LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

Introduction and context.
The site is located in the north Dublin suburb of Glasnevin. The proposed landscape is set 
within a previously approved application of terraced housing, now partially complete. These 
three story houses form a bounded condition to the south and eastern boundaries which 
respond to the mature setting of red brick housing of Iona Road and Iona Park. To the north 
are the established industrial buildings of the former John Player Factory which houses a 
protected structure , a brick industrial chimney. The proposed development is situated on 
the site of former print works where the western boundary was aligned with lime trees to 
Botanic Road. The scale of the proposed development adjacent to the current print works 
and former John Player Factory responds to the scale of the northerly built environment. 
Vehicular permeability of an existing road alignment is preserved within the site from the 
previously approved terraced housing application. Existing lime trees to Botanic road are 
proposed for retention. 

Landscape Proposal.
To the western boundary to Botanic Road the existing lime tree line is extended with an 
additional lime tree proposed. The retention of the existing trees seeks with improvement 
works aims to increase growing medium volume and an provide a soil base. Formerly the 
existing lime trees were planted within a bituminous surfaced pit. This aims to improve 
aeration and growing conditions of the existing trees. 

To the northern boundary a pedestrian route is proposed aligned to the north with pro-
posed lime trees and a native hedgerow and perennial under planting. Seating  zones 
punctuate the route way with public seating bays articulated by arbors, clad with proposed 
climbers. This east west axis provides permeability to two  publicly accessible playgrounds 
and amenity pocket square within the center of the proposed development. 
Pedestrian entrances to the north are articulated by proposed planted pergolas which 
enter into two central residential courtyards. Raised planter and tree pits bound the 
residential courtyard  of proposed block B and C ,creating a planted buffer to apartments 
over podium. Similarly courtyard planting around Block D and E offers privacy to residential 
units. Both residential courtyards have visual termini with sculpture interspaced within 
multistem garden scale trees. 

A proposed pedestrian permeable route establishes a pedestrian link from the south of the 
proposed development. Here with an undercroft route through proposed block A links to 
the existing terraced housing. To the northern extent of proposed block A a proposed café / 
retail unit opens onto public realm flanked by proposed Acer campestre (field maple) trees. 
On a north south axis a feature Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) houses a feature public 
bench to its base.  This feature tree placed on axis with the existing protected structure 
of the neighboring brick chimney as a  device in place making . A formal amenity lawn with 
formal hedging opens from the playground and at quadrant nodes on the perimeter of the 
amenity lawn. Lawn games such as boules, croquet and lawn volleyball can be accommodat-
ed within the amenity lawn. Two outdoor seating elements with integrated chess boards are 
situated on the northern extent of the lawn amenity. Four umbrella shaped feature Taxus 
baccata form visual formal sentinels to the formal lawn. The crown of the proposed feature 
yew trees are proposed 1.3m above ground level above the climbing height of children. A 
feature Davidia involucrate (hankerchief tree) is placed within a visual axis from the public 
realm to the residents courtyard. These trees are selected as cultural references recogni-
sable within the Glasnevin suburb found in the National Botanical Gardens as well as long 
established yew specimens found at Glasnevin cemetery. 

Raised tables with stone paving articulate hierarchy of pedestrian users within this residen-
tial setting as well as providing connectivity between the existing terraced houses to the 
proposed development which house amenity spaces. Footpaths are aligned with trees vary-
ing in scale and  seasonal interest. The northern boundary with proposed limes is proposed 
as a biodiverse corridor with a proposed native hedgerow of holly, hawthorn, guelder rose, 
wild rose and elder. This proposed green link is augmented with native feature yews, crab 
apples and cherries, rowan and whitebeam within the development. It is intended to provide 
perennial under-planting which provide pollinator friendly planting as recommended by the 
National Pollinator Plan. 

Green infrastructure detailing of bioretention tree pit trenches are proposed to ameliorate 
the engineered sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS). This proposed infiltration pits 
aim to slow the rate of surface water on the site discharging to the storm-water system. 
Following infiltration in the case of 100 year event excess surface water is proposed to 
percolate to storm water system to ensure that inundation of tree pits does not occur. 
Permeable surfaces are proposed to the northern boundary and western pathways. Exten-
sive green roofs are proposed to blocks A,B,C and D in addition to intensive green roves of 
proposed roof terraces.

Conclusion:
The proposed landscape aims to provide permeability for the pedestrian and cycle user to 
nodes of high intensity amenity bounded by street trees. Green infrastructure is proposed 
to respond in species selection to the borrowed landscape of the adjacent brick chimney, 
a protected structure as well as the wider culturally significant horticultural references of 
the National Botanical Gardens and Glasnevin Cemetery. Biodiverse species selection of 
trees, hedging and under planting are located in zones of less intensity to allow potential 
refuge for birds, small mammals and invertebrates. The proposed tree lined boundary and 
street tree trenches may contribute to the proposed sustainable urban drainage system 
features. Permeable route ways  and play surfaces are also proposed to contribute to the 
SUDS features.  High quality surface treatment of natural stone to public realm areas seek 
to contribute to enhance the residential nature of the proposed development.  This palate 
of materiality has frequently been deployed in place making and to denote hierarchy of 
pedestrian within public realm. Vibrant colour, scent and continued seasonal interest aim 
to provide both positive ecological value but also inclusive multisensory features at human 
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A .Existing Lime trees within the curtilage of the
site for retention. Refer to arborists report  and
 trees for retention drawing on planting plan.

Dublin City Council public footway
or roadway where proposed road entrance works
pertain to ingress and egress to proposed development

Proposed pedestrian entrance to proposed and existing 
development

Proposed pedestrian  and vehicular entrance to proposed 
and existing development

White dotted line extent of site curtilage where proposed works 
pertain public footway and roadway to provide
for pedestrian and vehicular entrances to proposed development.

Red line subject site for this proposed application.

A
A

A
A
A
A

A

PROPOSED VEHICHULAR AND PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE TO PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points and entry to basement ramp.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound sub-
grade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

1.2. 2.

3.

3.

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN LINK EAST WEST LINK AND SOUTHERN ACCESS ROAD SURFACE TREATMENT
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, 
colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. 
Flamed finished. Refer to roads engineer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

PROPOSED SHARED SURFACE ZONE/ RAISED TABLE
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. 
Flamed flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished 
granite 600x300x80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway, inclined at pocket park shared 
surface zone . 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers 
drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. Flamed finished. Refer to roads engi-
neer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

1.

2.
2.

2.

4.

4.

1.
1.

1.

4.
1.

DESIGN RATIONALE NEIGHBOURHOOD / ‘HOMEZONE’ 

SURFACE TREATMENT .

Proposed banded and differentiated treatment is 
proposed along the carriage way integrated into 
focal points such as the pocket plaza to create a 
higher place order in accordance with the objec-
tives of DMURS section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is 
articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of 
‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user 
within the local neighborhood context . 
The surface treatment within neighborhoods has 
been demonstrated to visually provide cues to 
the vehicular traffic to slow down and be aware 
of the vulnerable road user as elaborated upon in 
DMURS where these surface treatments in 
neighbourhoods ‘are particularly effective at 
calming traffic’.
 Refer to roads engineer drawing: 
BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

2. 2. 2. 2.2.
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4.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

5. 5.

5.

5.
5.

5.

5.

6.

6.

6.

6.

6.

7.

Extract of masterplan to demon-
strate Playground connections: 
* pergola planting not illustrated 
for clarity on ground level con-
nections.
Refer to playground detail 
illustrating elevational treat-
ment of connection
between junior and senior 
playzones via planted arbour 
see drawing: 489_WS_15_07 Pri-
vacy strip_Buffer planting_Play-
ground detail_ Lawn

1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior 
and Senior playground via 
planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground 
to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multi-
sensory planting on West inner 
boundary and arbour/ pergola 
gateway. Formal hedge to east 
of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal 
table and bench 

Subject Site 

1. Public Amenity and Games Lawn

2. Public playground older children

3. Public playground younger children

4. Feature seating and table area.

5. Canopy with trailing planting over .

Seating at base within playground

6. Feature tree underplanted with public seating bench

7. Raised table shared surface

8. Residential courtyard

9. Sculpture

10. Seating element

11. Planted pergola with interated gate to link junior and senior

playgrounds

12. Planted arbour

13. Paving natural stone 80mm vehicular traffic 40mm

pedestrian on bound sub-base.

14. Public bench

15. Bicycle stand

16. Permeable resin bound gravel surface

17. Semi vegetated natural stone paved area with permeable

vegetated zones

18. Permeable bark rubber play surface

19. Permeable resin bound gravel.

20. Communal open space courtyard

21. Universal access parking bay

22. Parking bay

23. Privacy Strip

Key

NORTH

General Lanscape Plan

Subject Site
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Public Open Space
POS overlooked and clearly defined

Communal Resident Space
Communal Space enclosed securely

Raised Table
DMURS strategy to 

deprioritise vehicles

Planted Buffer
Tree Planted Zone 

Play
Play provision in central overlooked area

Pedestrian Link
Main Pedestrian Link into the subject site

Tree Retention
Trees & Railings to Front 
Retained

Roof Lanscape Plan

01      |      Introduction & Context

* Note that the layout of the northern site is 
indicative only and to demonstrate that the 
proposed masterplan at Daneswell will not 
prejudice the wider lands future redevelop-
ment

Communal Open Space

Public Open Space

Key

Creche Play
Creche exterior play 

provision

Plaza
Entry to Cafe, with public 

exterior seating
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Indicative masterplan for site to the north

01      |      Introduction & Context

Bo
ta

ni
c 

Ro
ad

Existing Houses

Existing H
ouses

Pedestrian Link

BLOCK A

BLOCK B BLOCK C
BLOCK D

BLOCK E

Iona Park

Amenity Lawn

Pl
ay

gr
ou

nd
 A

re
a

Iona Cres

Pedestrian Link

Residents Court Garden

Residents Court Garden

Public Open Space

Central

Square
Front 
Court

FORMER PLAYER WILLS FACTORY

PROTECTED STRUCTURE Proposed Building 2

Proposed Building 3 Proposed 

Building 4

Proposed 

Building 1

* Note that the layout of the northern site is 
indicative only and to demonstrate that the 
proposed masterplan at Daneswell will not 
prejudice the wider lands future redevelop-
ment

The Masterplan for the Daneswell site has also been con-
sidered in the context of a future potential re-planning of 
the directly adjacent Smurfit site to the north. In concert, 
these two sites offers the potential to provide new public 
open space, connecting routes, as well as new residential, 
commercial and leisure uses.

If the front of the site is retained for re-use, the rear 
(east) of the site is proposed for residential use. Whilst 
the masterplan suggested here does not form part of the 
Daneswell planning application, the presentation of it here 
in one form is useful to demonstrate the redevelopment of 
Daneswell does not prejudice a follow-on wider master-
plan. The intention is that the two sites would link seam-
lessly together.  The linkages of the upper front courtyard 
would merge with the proposed access route shown within 
our site boundary. Three other pedestrian links between 
the sites are also proposed, allowing for our proposed de-
velopment not to preclude the delivery of the site to the 
north.

The following wider masterplan objectives are suggested:

• The upgrade of the space infront of the Protected 
Structure on the Smurfit site, to make a public space 
joined to the Daneswell site. The continuation of the 
existing Lime trees on the Daneswell site are suggest-
ed for new street-tree planting, forming a continuous 
green route leading towards the Botanic Gardens.

• The refurbishment and reuse of the Protected Struc-
ture fronting onto Botanic Road and examination of 
whether the rear sheds offer potential for integrated 
use.

• The delivery of a new Public Space at the base of 
the Chimney within the Smurfit site, an important lo-
cal feature. The Daneswell site masterplan has been 
formed to facilitate direct view and connection into 
this public space.

• The delivery of a new pedestrian and cycle route from 
the Smurfit site eastwards, activating the existing un-
used connection into Iona.
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Existing lime trees retained
refer to planting plan
drawing ref 489_WS_15_00_03&
Detail B 489_15_05
Arborist report and architectural
drawing 489_WS_04_05 
Boundary Wall to Botanic Road for existing 
railings retained (shown double yellow dotted 
line here.

Existing railing typology extended with new 
proposed
railing to match existing reailing retained for 
cyan line. Dotted blue line new brick wall to 
creche garden. Refer to boundary section detail
489_WS_15__11 Section through creche and Bo-
tanic road railing/ tree pit.
Solid blue line indicates existing masonry 
boundary retained no works proposed. 

Existing  masonry wall retained.
refer to drawing ref Detail A  489__15_05

Public Open Space and Communal Open Space Plan Table of areas:
SITE AREA: PARENT PERMISSION- 20186m² (2.02 Hectares)
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
SITE AREA:
RED LINE BOUNDARY ONLY
(excluding public footpath and road)
-10360m² (1.036 Hectares)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
- 2040m² (10.1% of Site Area)   (* Marked  Zone A on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 1 - 550m²   (*Marked 1 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 2 - 217m²    (*Marked 2 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 3 - 199m² (*Marked 3on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 4 - 199m² (*Marked 4 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 5 - 163m² (*Marked 5 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)

TOTAL COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE - 1328m²  
*where minimum required COS area is 1028m² 

Public open space: 
Royal Blue line 

‘Public open space 
provision  as per table right

Communal open space:
Yellow highlighted areas  Communal 
open space see table right for areas of 
communal open space provision.

Privacy strips: Turquoise highlighted areas : Privacy strips to 
groundfloor residential units. Refer to landscape details for above podium 
and in realground on landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_00_05 Tree pit details ; eastern northern and boundary detail
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy 
strip detail

Buffer: Magenta highlighted areas : Pedestrian / vulnerable road user vegetated buffer 
zone to shared surface or along neighbourhood carriage way in homezone in accor-
dance with objectives of DMURS 2013  section 4.3.4  Pedestrianised and Shared Sur-
faces , where a place of refuge is provided for the vulnerable road user. Here  DMURS 
section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of ‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user within the
 local neighborhood context . 
Refer to  landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy strip detail

Neighborhood green / Informal play :Ameni-
ty Games and recreational lawn *dimension 
suitable for lawn tennis / badminton/ volleyball

Senior 
Playground

Junior
Playground

Block A

1 

2

3
4

5

Boundary key: Privacy strip / Buffer key: Public open space / communal open space key/ Public seating  areas

PROTECTED STRUCTURE

Block B
Block C

Block D

Block E

B
O

TA
N

IC
 R

O
A

D

IONA ROAD

IO
NA CRESCENT

POS Zone A (blue line)

Overlay key drawing  on landscape masterplan pertaining to public & communal open space , 
boundary, buffer , play areas, privacy strips.

A1 1:250

Playground Zones

Senior 
Playground
218msq

Junior
Playground
88msq

Refer to detail design drawing of lightly railed playgrounds with soft planted boundary
on drawing 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
Extract of masterplan to demonstrate Playground connections: * pergola planting not illustrated for 
clarity on ground level connections. Refer to playground detail  illustrating elevational treatment of con-
nectionbetween junior and senior playzones via planted arbour see drawing: 489_WS_15_07. 
1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior and Senior playground via planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multisensory planting on West inner boundary and arbour/ pergola gateway. 
Formal hedge to east of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal table and bench 

Neighborhood green /Informal play 
:Amenity Games and recreational 
lawn *dimension suitable for lawn ten-
nis / badminton/ volleyball 621msq

Subject site line on underlay
landscape masterplan.
Tone reduced on underlay
drawing for clarity. 

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

5. 5.

5.

5.
5.

5.

5.

6.

6.

6.

6.

6.

7.

Public seating areas Zone B  red line with 
red infill: Not included in POS but 
providing public realm/ open space function
area B/1 =73msq 
area B/2= 13.00msq
area B/3= 13.00msq
area B/4= 24.00msq

Total external public seating zone B: 123msq

B/1

B/2 B/3

B/4

Boundary, Playground & Buffer Treatments

Iona Cres1.

Existing lime trees retained
refer to planting plan
drawing ref 489_WS_15_00_03&
Detail B 489_15_05
Arborist report and architectural
drawing 489_WS_04_05 
Boundary Wall to Botanic Road for existing 
railings retained (shown double yellow dotted 
line here.

Existing railing typology extended with new 
proposed
railing to match existing reailing retained for 
cyan line. Dotted blue line new brick wall to 
creche garden. Refer to boundary section detail
489_WS_15__11 Section through creche and Bo-
tanic road railing/ tree pit.
Solid blue line indicates existing masonry 
boundary retained no works proposed. 

Existing  masonry wall retained.
refer to drawing ref Detail A  489__15_05

Public Open Space and Communal Open Space Plan Table of areas:
SITE AREA: PARENT PERMISSION- 20186m² (2.02 Hectares)
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
SITE AREA:
RED LINE BOUNDARY ONLY
(excluding public footpath and road)
-10360m² (1.036 Hectares)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
- 2040m² (10.1% of Site Area)   (* Marked  Zone A on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 1 - 550m²   (*Marked 1 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 2 - 217m²    (*Marked 2 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 3 - 199m² (*Marked 3on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 4 - 199m² (*Marked 4 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 5 - 163m² (*Marked 5 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)

TOTAL COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE - 1328m²  
*where minimum required COS area is 1028m² 

Public open space: 
Royal Blue line 

‘Public open space 
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Privacy strips: Turquoise highlighted areas : Privacy strips to 
groundfloor residential units. Refer to landscape details for above podium 
and in realground on landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_00_05 Tree pit details ; eastern northern and boundary detail
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy 
strip detail

Buffer: Magenta highlighted areas : Pedestrian / vulnerable road user vegetated buffer 
zone to shared surface or along neighbourhood carriage way in homezone in accor-
dance with objectives of DMURS 2013  section 4.3.4  Pedestrianised and Shared Sur-
faces , where a place of refuge is provided for the vulnerable road user. Here  DMURS 
section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of ‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user within the
 local neighborhood context . 
Refer to  landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy strip detail
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Playground Zones

Senior 
Playground
218msq

Junior
Playground
88msq

Refer to detail design drawing of lightly railed playgrounds with soft planted boundary
on drawing 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
Extract of masterplan to demonstrate Playground connections: * pergola planting not illustrated for 
clarity on ground level connections. Refer to playground detail  illustrating elevational treatment of con-
nectionbetween junior and senior playzones via planted arbour see drawing: 489_WS_15_07. 
1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior and Senior playground via planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multisensory planting on West inner boundary and arbour/ pergola gateway. 
Formal hedge to east of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal table and bench 

Neighborhood green /Informal play 
:Amenity Games and recreational 
lawn *dimension suitable for lawn ten-
nis / badminton/ volleyball 621msq

Subject site line on underlay
landscape masterplan.
Tone reduced on underlay
drawing for clarity. 
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Existing lime trees retained
refer to planting plan
drawing ref 489_WS_15_00_03&
Detail B 489_15_05
Arborist report and architectural
drawing 489_WS_04_05 
Boundary Wall to Botanic Road for existing 
railings retained (shown double yellow dotted 
line here.

Existing railing typology extended with new 
proposed
railing to match existing reailing retained for 
cyan line. Dotted blue line new brick wall to 
creche garden. Refer to boundary section detail
489_WS_15__11 Section through creche and Bo-
tanic road railing/ tree pit.
Solid blue line indicates existing masonry 
boundary retained no works proposed. 

Existing  masonry wall retained.
refer to drawing ref Detail A  489__15_05
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Privacy strips: Turquoise highlighted areas : Privacy strips to 
groundfloor residential units. Refer to landscape details for above podium 
and in realground on landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_00_05 Tree pit details ; eastern northern and boundary detail
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy 
strip detail

Buffer: Magenta highlighted areas : Pedestrian / vulnerable road user vegetated buffer 
zone to shared surface or along neighbourhood carriage way in homezone in accor-
dance with objectives of DMURS 2013  section 4.3.4  Pedestrianised and Shared Sur-
faces , where a place of refuge is provided for the vulnerable road user. Here  DMURS 
section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of ‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user within the
 local neighborhood context . 
Refer to  landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy strip detail
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Playground
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Playground
88msq

Refer to detail design drawing of lightly railed playgrounds with soft planted boundary
on drawing 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
Extract of masterplan to demonstrate Playground connections: * pergola planting not illustrated for 
clarity on ground level connections. Refer to playground detail  illustrating elevational treatment of con-
nectionbetween junior and senior playzones via planted arbour see drawing: 489_WS_15_07. 
1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior and Senior playground via planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multisensory planting on West inner boundary and arbour/ pergola gateway. 
Formal hedge to east of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal table and bench 

Neighborhood green /Informal play 
:Amenity Games and recreational 
lawn *dimension suitable for lawn ten-
nis / badminton/ volleyball 621msq

Subject site line on underlay
landscape masterplan.
Tone reduced on underlay
drawing for clarity. 
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Existing lime trees retained
refer to planting plan
drawing ref 489_WS_15_00_03&
Detail B 489_15_05
Arborist report and architectural
drawing 489_WS_04_05 
Boundary Wall to Botanic Road for existing 
railings retained (shown double yellow dotted 
line here.

Existing railing typology extended with new 
proposed
railing to match existing reailing retained for 
cyan line. Dotted blue line new brick wall to 
creche garden. Refer to boundary section detail
489_WS_15__11 Section through creche and Bo-
tanic road railing/ tree pit.
Solid blue line indicates existing masonry 
boundary retained no works proposed. 

Existing  masonry wall retained.
refer to drawing ref Detail A  489__15_05
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groundfloor residential units. Refer to landscape details for above podium 
and in realground on landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_00_05 Tree pit details ; eastern northern and boundary detail
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy 
strip detail

Buffer: Magenta highlighted areas : Pedestrian / vulnerable road user vegetated buffer 
zone to shared surface or along neighbourhood carriage way in homezone in accor-
dance with objectives of DMURS 2013  section 4.3.4  Pedestrianised and Shared Sur-
faces , where a place of refuge is provided for the vulnerable road user. Here  DMURS 
section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of ‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user within the
 local neighborhood context . 
Refer to  landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy strip detail
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Playground Zones

Senior 
Playground
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Junior
Playground
88msq

Refer to detail design drawing of lightly railed playgrounds with soft planted boundary
on drawing 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
Extract of masterplan to demonstrate Playground connections: * pergola planting not illustrated for 
clarity on ground level connections. Refer to playground detail  illustrating elevational treatment of con-
nectionbetween junior and senior playzones via planted arbour see drawing: 489_WS_15_07. 
1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior and Senior playground via planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multisensory planting on West inner boundary and arbour/ pergola gateway. 
Formal hedge to east of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal table and bench 

Neighborhood green /Informal play 
:Amenity Games and recreational 
lawn *dimension suitable for lawn ten-
nis / badminton/ volleyball 621msq

Subject site line on underlay
landscape masterplan.
Tone reduced on underlay
drawing for clarity. 
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Existing lime trees retained
refer to planting plan
drawing ref 489_WS_15_00_03&
Detail B 489_15_05
Arborist report and architectural
drawing 489_WS_04_05 
Boundary Wall to Botanic Road for existing 
railings retained (shown double yellow dotted 
line here.

Existing railing typology extended with new 
proposed
railing to match existing reailing retained for 
cyan line. Dotted blue line new brick wall to 
creche garden. Refer to boundary section detail
489_WS_15__11 Section through creche and Bo-
tanic road railing/ tree pit.
Solid blue line indicates existing masonry 
boundary retained no works proposed. 

Existing  masonry wall retained.
refer to drawing ref Detail A  489__15_05
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Yellow highlighted areas  Communal 
open space see table right for areas of 
communal open space provision.

Privacy strips: Turquoise highlighted areas : Privacy strips to 
groundfloor residential units. Refer to landscape details for above podium 
and in realground on landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_00_05 Tree pit details ; eastern northern and boundary detail
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy 
strip detail

Buffer: Magenta highlighted areas : Pedestrian / vulnerable road user vegetated buffer 
zone to shared surface or along neighbourhood carriage way in homezone in accor-
dance with objectives of DMURS 2013  section 4.3.4  Pedestrianised and Shared Sur-
faces , where a place of refuge is provided for the vulnerable road user. Here  DMURS 
section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of ‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user within the
 local neighborhood context . 
Refer to  landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy strip detail
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Senior 
Playground
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Junior
Playground
88msq

Refer to detail design drawing of lightly railed playgrounds with soft planted boundary
on drawing 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
Extract of masterplan to demonstrate Playground connections: * pergola planting not illustrated for 
clarity on ground level connections. Refer to playground detail  illustrating elevational treatment of con-
nectionbetween junior and senior playzones via planted arbour see drawing: 489_WS_15_07. 
1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior and Senior playground via planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multisensory planting on West inner boundary and arbour/ pergola gateway. 
Formal hedge to east of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal table and bench 

Neighborhood green /Informal play 
:Amenity Games and recreational 
lawn *dimension suitable for lawn ten-
nis / badminton/ volleyball 621msq

Subject site line on underlay
landscape masterplan.
Tone reduced on underlay
drawing for clarity. 
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Communal & Public Open Space Diagram

01      |      Introduction & Context

Iona Cres

Public & Communal Open Space Provisions

Existing lime trees retained
refer to planting plan
drawing ref 489_WS_15_00_03&
Detail B 489_15_05
Arborist report and architectural
drawing 489_WS_04_05 
Boundary Wall to Botanic Road for existing 
railings retained (shown double yellow dotted 
line here.

Existing railing typology extended with new 
proposed
railing to match existing reailing retained for 
cyan line. Dotted blue line new brick wall to 
creche garden. Refer to boundary section detail
489_WS_15__11 Section through creche and Bo-
tanic road railing/ tree pit.
Solid blue line indicates existing masonry 
boundary retained no works proposed. 

Existing  masonry wall retained.
refer to drawing ref Detail A  489__15_05
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COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 4 - 199m² (*Marked 4 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 5 - 163m² (*Marked 5 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)

TOTAL COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE - 1328m²  
*where minimum required COS area is 1028m² 

Public open space: 
Royal Blue line 

‘Public open space 
provision  as per table right

Communal open space:
Yellow highlighted areas  Communal 
open space see table right for areas of 
communal open space provision.

Privacy strips: Turquoise highlighted areas : Privacy strips to 
groundfloor residential units. Refer to landscape details for above podium 
and in realground on landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_00_05 Tree pit details ; eastern northern and boundary detail
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy 
strip detail

Buffer: Magenta highlighted areas : Pedestrian / vulnerable road user vegetated buffer 
zone to shared surface or along neighbourhood carriage way in homezone in accor-
dance with objectives of DMURS 2013  section 4.3.4  Pedestrianised and Shared Sur-
faces , where a place of refuge is provided for the vulnerable road user. Here  DMURS 
section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of ‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user within the
 local neighborhood context . 
Refer to  landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy strip detail
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Overlay key drawing  on landscape masterplan pertaining to public & communal open space , 
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Playground Zones

Senior 
Playground
218msq

Junior
Playground
88msq

Refer to detail design drawing of lightly railed playgrounds with soft planted boundary
on drawing 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
Extract of masterplan to demonstrate Playground connections: * pergola planting not illustrated for 
clarity on ground level connections. Refer to playground detail  illustrating elevational treatment of con-
nectionbetween junior and senior playzones via planted arbour see drawing: 489_WS_15_07. 
1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior and Senior playground via planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multisensory planting on West inner boundary and arbour/ pergola gateway. 
Formal hedge to east of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal table and bench 

Neighborhood green /Informal play 
:Amenity Games and recreational 
lawn *dimension suitable for lawn ten-
nis / badminton/ volleyball 621msq

Subject site line on underlay
landscape masterplan.
Tone reduced on underlay
drawing for clarity. 
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Existing lime trees retained
refer to planting plan
drawing ref 489_WS_15_00_03&
Detail B 489_15_05
Arborist report and architectural
drawing 489_WS_04_05 
Boundary Wall to Botanic Road for existing 
railings retained (shown double yellow dotted 
line here.

Existing railing typology extended with new 
proposed
railing to match existing reailing retained for 
cyan line. Dotted blue line new brick wall to 
creche garden. Refer to boundary section detail
489_WS_15__11 Section through creche and Bo-
tanic road railing/ tree pit.
Solid blue line indicates existing masonry 
boundary retained no works proposed. 

Existing  masonry wall retained.
refer to drawing ref Detail A  489__15_05
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*where minimum required COS area is 1028m² 
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Royal Blue line 

‘Public open space 
provision  as per table right

Communal open space:
Yellow highlighted areas  Communal 
open space see table right for areas of 
communal open space provision.

Privacy strips: Turquoise highlighted areas : Privacy strips to 
groundfloor residential units. Refer to landscape details for above podium 
and in realground on landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_00_05 Tree pit details ; eastern northern and boundary detail
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy 
strip detail

Buffer: Magenta highlighted areas : Pedestrian / vulnerable road user vegetated buffer 
zone to shared surface or along neighbourhood carriage way in homezone in accor-
dance with objectives of DMURS 2013  section 4.3.4  Pedestrianised and Shared Sur-
faces , where a place of refuge is provided for the vulnerable road user. Here  DMURS 
section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of ‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user within the
 local neighborhood context . 
Refer to  landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy strip detail

Neighborhood green / Informal play :Ameni-
ty Games and recreational lawn *dimension 
suitable for lawn tennis / badminton/ volleyball

Senior 
Playground

Junior
Playground

Block A

1 

2

3
4

5

Boundary key: Privacy strip / Buffer key: Public open space / communal open space key/ Public seating  areas

PROTECTED STRUCTURE

Block B
Block C

Block D

Block E

B
O

TA
N

IC
 R

O
A

D

IONA ROAD

IO
NA CRESCENT

POS Zone A (blue line)

Overlay key drawing  on landscape masterplan pertaining to public & communal open space , 
boundary, buffer , play areas, privacy strips.

A1 1:250

Playground Zones

Senior 
Playground
218msq

Junior
Playground
88msq

Refer to detail design drawing of lightly railed playgrounds with soft planted boundary
on drawing 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
Extract of masterplan to demonstrate Playground connections: * pergola planting not illustrated for 
clarity on ground level connections. Refer to playground detail  illustrating elevational treatment of con-
nectionbetween junior and senior playzones via planted arbour see drawing: 489_WS_15_07. 
1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior and Senior playground via planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multisensory planting on West inner boundary and arbour/ pergola gateway. 
Formal hedge to east of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal table and bench 

Neighborhood green /Informal play 
:Amenity Games and recreational 
lawn *dimension suitable for lawn ten-
nis / badminton/ volleyball 621msq

Subject site line on underlay
landscape masterplan.
Tone reduced on underlay
drawing for clarity. 

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

5. 5.

5.

5.
5.

5.

5.

6.

6.

6.

6.

6.

7.

Public seating areas Zone B  red line with 
red infill: Not included in POS but 
providing public realm/ open space function
area B/1 =73msq 
area B/2= 13.00msq
area B/3= 13.00msq
area B/4= 24.00msq

Total external public seating zone B: 123msq

B/1

B/2 B/3

B/4

Existing lime trees retained
refer to planting plan
drawing ref 489_WS_15_00_03&
Detail B 489_15_05
Arborist report and architectural
drawing 489_WS_04_05 
Boundary Wall to Botanic Road for existing 
railings retained (shown double yellow dotted 
line here.

Existing railing typology extended with new 
proposed
railing to match existing reailing retained for 
cyan line. Dotted blue line new brick wall to 
creche garden. Refer to boundary section detail
489_WS_15__11 Section through creche and Bo-
tanic road railing/ tree pit.
Solid blue line indicates existing masonry 
boundary retained no works proposed. 

Existing  masonry wall retained.
refer to drawing ref Detail A  489__15_05

Public Open Space and Communal Open Space Plan Table of areas:
SITE AREA: PARENT PERMISSION- 20186m² (2.02 Hectares)
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
SITE AREA:
RED LINE BOUNDARY ONLY
(excluding public footpath and road)
-10360m² (1.036 Hectares)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
- 2040m² (10.1% of Site Area)   (* Marked  Zone A on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 1 - 550m²   (*Marked 1 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 2 - 217m²    (*Marked 2 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 3 - 199m² (*Marked 3on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 4 - 199m² (*Marked 4 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 5 - 163m² (*Marked 5 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)

TOTAL COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE - 1328m²  
*where minimum required COS area is 1028m² 

Public open space: 
Royal Blue line 

‘Public open space 
provision  as per table right

Communal open space:
Yellow highlighted areas  Communal 
open space see table right for areas of 
communal open space provision.

Privacy strips: Turquoise highlighted areas : Privacy strips to 
groundfloor residential units. Refer to landscape details for above podium 
and in realground on landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_00_05 Tree pit details ; eastern northern and boundary detail
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy 
strip detail

Buffer: Magenta highlighted areas : Pedestrian / vulnerable road user vegetated buffer 
zone to shared surface or along neighbourhood carriage way in homezone in accor-
dance with objectives of DMURS 2013  section 4.3.4  Pedestrianised and Shared Sur-
faces , where a place of refuge is provided for the vulnerable road user. Here  DMURS 
section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of ‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user within the
 local neighborhood context . 
Refer to  landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy strip detail

Neighborhood green / Informal play :Ameni-
ty Games and recreational lawn *dimension 
suitable for lawn tennis / badminton/ volleyball

Senior 
Playground

Junior
Playground

Block A

1 

2

3
4

5

Boundary key: Privacy strip / Buffer key: Public open space / communal open space key/ Public seating  areas

PROTECTED STRUCTURE

Block B
Block C

Block D

Block E

B
O

TA
N

IC
 R

O
A

D
IONA ROAD

IO
NA CRESCENT

POS Zone A (blue line)

Overlay key drawing  on landscape masterplan pertaining to public & communal open space , 
boundary, buffer , play areas, privacy strips.

A1 1:250

Playground Zones

Senior 
Playground
218msq

Junior
Playground
88msq

Refer to detail design drawing of lightly railed playgrounds with soft planted boundary
on drawing 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
Extract of masterplan to demonstrate Playground connections: * pergola planting not illustrated for 
clarity on ground level connections. Refer to playground detail  illustrating elevational treatment of con-
nectionbetween junior and senior playzones via planted arbour see drawing: 489_WS_15_07. 
1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior and Senior playground via planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multisensory planting on West inner boundary and arbour/ pergola gateway. 
Formal hedge to east of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal table and bench 

Neighborhood green /Informal play 
:Amenity Games and recreational 
lawn *dimension suitable for lawn ten-
nis / badminton/ volleyball 621msq

Subject site line on underlay
landscape masterplan.
Tone reduced on underlay
drawing for clarity. 

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

5. 5.

5.

5.
5.

5.

5.

6.

6.

6.

6.

6.

7.

Public seating areas Zone B  red line with 
red infill: Not included in POS but 
providing public realm/ open space function
area B/1 =73msq 
area B/2= 13.00msq
area B/3= 13.00msq
area B/4= 24.00msq

Total external public seating zone B: 123msq

B/1

B/2 B/3

B/4
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To the western boundary to Botanic Road the existing 
lime tree line is extended with an additional lime tree 
proposed. The  retention  of  the  existing  trees  seeks,  
with  improvement  works,  to  increase  the growing   
medium   volume   and  provide   a  soil  base. Formerly 
the existing lime trees were planted within a bituminous 
surfaced pit. This aims to improve aeration and growing 
conditions of the existing trees. (1)

To the northern boundary a pedestrian route is pro-
posed aligned to the north with proposed lime trees and 
a native hedgerow and perennial underplanting. Seating 
zones punctuate the route way with public seating bays 
articulated by arbors, clad with proposed climbers. This 
east west axis provides permeability to two  publicly ac-
cessible playgrounds and amenity pocket square within 
the center of the proposed development.

Pedestrian entrances to the north are articulated by 
proposed planted pergolas which enter into two cen-
tral residential courtyards. Raised planter and tree pits 
bound the residential courtyard  of proposed block B 
and C ,creating a planted buffer to apartments over po-
dium. Similarly courtyard planting around Block D and 
E offers privacy to residential units. Both residential 
courtyards have visual termini with sculpture inter-
spaced within multistem garden scale trees. 

A proposed pedestrian permeable route establishes a 
pedestrian link from the south of the proposed devel-
opment. Here with an undercroft route through pro-
posed block A links to the existing terraced housing. 
To the northern extent of proposed block A a proposed 
café / retail unit opens onto public realm flanked by pro-
posed Acer campestre (field maple) trees (2).

* Please note CGI’s are currently in draft format for this 
report. Updated versions in reference to landscape are 
to follow.

Landscape Proposal
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Permitted Masterplan from 2015: View from Botanic Road 

KEY:
1. Public Amenity and Games Lawn
2. Public playground older children refer to :
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
3. Public playground younger children refer to:
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
4. Feature seating and table area.
5. Canopy with trailing planting over . 
 Seating at base within playground
6. Feature tree underplanted with public seating bench
7. Raised table shared surface
8. Residential courtyard
9. Sculpture
10. Seating element
11. Planted pergola with interated gate to link junior and senior 
 playgrounds
12. Planted arbour
13. Paving natural stone 80mm vehicular traffic 40mm 
 pedestrian on bound sub-base.
14. Public bench
15. Bicycle stand
16. Permeable resin bound gravel surface
17. Semi vegetated natural stone paved area with permeable 
 vegetated zones
18. Permeable bark rubber play surface
19. Permeable resin bound gravel.
20. Communal open space courtyard
21. Universal access parking bay
22. Parking bay
23. Privacy Strip

LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

Introduction and context.
The site is located in the north Dublin suburb of Glasnevin. The proposed landscape is set 
within a previously approved application of terraced housing, now partially complete. These 
three story houses form a bounded condition to the south and eastern boundaries which 
respond to the mature setting of red brick housing of Iona Road and Iona Park. To the north 
are the established industrial buildings of the former John Player Factory which houses a 
protected structure , a brick industrial chimney. The proposed development is situated on 
the site of former print works where the western boundary was aligned with lime trees to 
Botanic Road. The scale of the proposed development adjacent to the current print works 
and former John Player Factory responds to the scale of the northerly built environment. 
Vehicular permeability of an existing road alignment is preserved within the site from the 
previously approved terraced housing application. Existing lime trees to Botanic road are 
proposed for retention. 

Landscape Proposal.
To the western boundary to Botanic Road the existing lime tree line is extended with an 
additional lime tree proposed. The retention of the existing trees seeks with improvement 
works aims to increase growing medium volume and an provide a soil base. Formerly the 
existing lime trees were planted within a bituminous surfaced pit. This aims to improve 
aeration and growing conditions of the existing trees. 

To the northern boundary a pedestrian route is proposed aligned to the north with pro-
posed lime trees and a native hedgerow and perennial under planting. Seating  zones 
punctuate the route way with public seating bays articulated by arbors, clad with proposed 
climbers. This east west axis provides permeability to two  publicly accessible playgrounds 
and amenity pocket square within the center of the proposed development. 
Pedestrian entrances to the north are articulated by proposed planted pergolas which 
enter into two central residential courtyards. Raised planter and tree pits bound the 
residential courtyard  of proposed block B and C ,creating a planted buffer to apartments 
over podium. Similarly courtyard planting around Block D and E offers privacy to residential 
units. Both residential courtyards have visual termini with sculpture interspaced within 
multistem garden scale trees. 

A proposed pedestrian permeable route establishes a pedestrian link from the south of the 
proposed development. Here with an undercroft route through proposed block A links to 
the existing terraced housing. To the northern extent of proposed block A a proposed café / 
retail unit opens onto public realm flanked by proposed Acer campestre (field maple) trees. 
On a north south axis a feature Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) houses a feature public 
bench to its base.  This feature tree placed on axis with the existing protected structure 
of the neighboring brick chimney as a  device in place making . A formal amenity lawn with 
formal hedging opens from the playground and at quadrant nodes on the perimeter of the 
amenity lawn. Lawn games such as boules, croquet and lawn volleyball can be accommodat-
ed within the amenity lawn. Two outdoor seating elements with integrated chess boards are 
situated on the northern extent of the lawn amenity. Four umbrella shaped feature Taxus 
baccata form visual formal sentinels to the formal lawn. The crown of the proposed feature 
yew trees are proposed 1.3m above ground level above the climbing height of children. A 
feature Davidia involucrate (hankerchief tree) is placed within a visual axis from the public 
realm to the residents courtyard. These trees are selected as cultural references recogni-
sable within the Glasnevin suburb found in the National Botanical Gardens as well as long 
established yew specimens found at Glasnevin cemetery. 

Raised tables with stone paving articulate hierarchy of pedestrian users within this residen-
tial setting as well as providing connectivity between the existing terraced houses to the 
proposed development which house amenity spaces. Footpaths are aligned with trees vary-
ing in scale and  seasonal interest. The northern boundary with proposed limes is proposed 
as a biodiverse corridor with a proposed native hedgerow of holly, hawthorn, guelder rose, 
wild rose and elder. This proposed green link is augmented with native feature yews, crab 
apples and cherries, rowan and whitebeam within the development. It is intended to provide 
perennial under-planting which provide pollinator friendly planting as recommended by the 
National Pollinator Plan. 

Green infrastructure detailing of bioretention tree pit trenches are proposed to ameliorate 
the engineered sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS). This proposed infiltration pits 
aim to slow the rate of surface water on the site discharging to the storm-water system. 
Following infiltration in the case of 100 year event excess surface water is proposed to 
percolate to storm water system to ensure that inundation of tree pits does not occur. 
Permeable surfaces are proposed to the northern boundary and western pathways. Exten-
sive green roofs are proposed to blocks A,B,C and D in addition to intensive green roves of 
proposed roof terraces.

Conclusion:
The proposed landscape aims to provide permeability for the pedestrian and cycle user to 
nodes of high intensity amenity bounded by street trees. Green infrastructure is proposed 
to respond in species selection to the borrowed landscape of the adjacent brick chimney, 
a protected structure as well as the wider culturally significant horticultural references of 
the National Botanical Gardens and Glasnevin Cemetery. Biodiverse species selection of 
trees, hedging and under planting are located in zones of less intensity to allow potential 
refuge for birds, small mammals and invertebrates. The proposed tree lined boundary and 
street tree trenches may contribute to the proposed sustainable urban drainage system 
features. Permeable route ways  and play surfaces are also proposed to contribute to the 
SUDS features.  High quality surface treatment of natural stone to public realm areas seek 
to contribute to enhance the residential nature of the proposed development.  This palate 
of materiality has frequently been deployed in place making and to denote hierarchy of 
pedestrian within public realm. Vibrant colour, scent and continued seasonal interest aim 
to provide both positive ecological value but also inclusive multisensory features at human 
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A .Existing Lime trees within the curtilage of the
site for retention. Refer to arborists report  and
 trees for retention drawing on planting plan.

Dublin City Council public footway
or roadway where proposed road entrance works
pertain to ingress and egress to proposed development

Proposed pedestrian entrance to proposed and existing 
development

Proposed pedestrian  and vehicular entrance to proposed 
and existing development

White dotted line extent of site curtilage where proposed works 
pertain public footway and roadway to provide
for pedestrian and vehicular entrances to proposed development.

Red line subject site for this proposed application.

A
A

A
A
A
A

A

PROPOSED VEHICHULAR AND PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE TO PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points and entry to basement ramp.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound sub-
grade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

1.2. 2.

3.

3.

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN LINK EAST WEST LINK AND SOUTHERN ACCESS ROAD SURFACE TREATMENT
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, 
colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. 
Flamed finished. Refer to roads engineer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

PROPOSED SHARED SURFACE ZONE/ RAISED TABLE
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. 
Flamed flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished 
granite 600x300x80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway, inclined at pocket park shared 
surface zone . 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers 
drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. Flamed finished. Refer to roads engi-
neer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

1.

2.
2.

2.

4.

4.

1.
1.

1.

4.
1.

DESIGN RATIONALE NEIGHBOURHOOD / ‘HOMEZONE’ 

SURFACE TREATMENT .

Proposed banded and differentiated treatment is 
proposed along the carriage way integrated into 
focal points such as the pocket plaza to create a 
higher place order in accordance with the objec-
tives of DMURS section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is 
articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of 
‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user 
within the local neighborhood context . 
The surface treatment within neighborhoods has 
been demonstrated to visually provide cues to 
the vehicular traffic to slow down and be aware 
of the vulnerable road user as elaborated upon in 
DMURS where these surface treatments in 
neighbourhoods ‘are particularly effective at 
calming traffic’.
 Refer to roads engineer drawing: 
BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

2. 2. 2. 2.2.
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3.3.

3.
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3.
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2.2.2.2.2.2.2.

4.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

5. 5.

5.

5.
5.

5.

5.

6.

6.

6.

6.

6.

7.

Extract of masterplan to demon-
strate Playground connections: 
* pergola planting not illustrated 
for clarity on ground level con-
nections.
Refer to playground detail 
illustrating elevational treat-
ment of connection
between junior and senior 
playzones via planted arbour 
see drawing: 489_WS_15_07 Pri-
vacy strip_Buffer planting_Play-
ground detail_ Lawn

1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior 
and Senior playground via 
planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground 
to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multi-
sensory planting on West inner 
boundary and arbour/ pergola 
gateway. Formal hedge to east 
of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal 
table and bench 

Subject Site 

Tilia cordata ‘Savaria’ 

(small leaved lime ‘Savaria’)

(1)

TxE ‘Eu’ -Tilia x europaea 
‘Euchlora’ (common lime ‘Euchlora’)

(1)

Existing Lime Tree’s (1)

Bo
ta

ni
c R

oa
d

View fronting to Botanic Road (Block A) (2)

Acer campestre 
(field maple) 

(2)

Acer rubrum ‘Brandywine’ 
(red maple)

(2)

View of Block A facing North, depiciting Entry Space & 
cafe (1)
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On a north south axis a feature Liriodendron tulip-
ifera (tulip tree) houses a feature public bench to 
its base (3).  This feature tree placed on axis with 
the existing protected structure of the neighbor-
ing brick chimney as a  device in placemaking . 

Four umbrella shaped feature Taxus baccata form 
visual formal sentinels to the formal lawn (4). The 
crown of the proposed feature yew trees are pro-
posed 1.3m above ground level above the climbing 
height of children.  A feature Davidia involucrate 
(hankerchief tree) is placed within a visual axis 
from the public realm to the residents courtyard 
(5) .   These trees are selected as cultural referenc-
es recognisable within the Glasnevin suburb found 
in the National Botanical Gardens as well as long 
established yew specimens found at Glasnevin 
cemetery. 

Refer to the Planting Plan (pg 17 for more details)

Landscape Proposal

02      |      Landscape Proposal

Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) (3)

Taxus Baccata  (Yew) (4)

KEY:
1. Public Amenity and Games Lawn
2. Public playground older children refer to :
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
3. Public playground younger children refer to:
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
4. Feature seating and table area.
5. Canopy with trailing planting over . 
 Seating at base within playground
6. Feature tree underplanted with public seating bench
7. Raised table shared surface
8. Residential courtyard
9. Sculpture
10. Seating element
11. Planted pergola with interated gate to link junior and senior 
 playgrounds
12. Planted arbour
13. Paving natural stone 80mm vehicular traffic 40mm 
 pedestrian on bound sub-base.
14. Public bench
15. Bicycle stand
16. Permeable resin bound gravel surface
17. Semi vegetated natural stone paved area with permeable 
 vegetated zones
18. Permeable bark rubber play surface
19. Permeable resin bound gravel.
20. Communal open space courtyard
21. Universal access parking bay
22. Parking bay
23. Privacy Strip

LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

Introduction and context.
The site is located in the north Dublin suburb of Glasnevin. The proposed landscape is set 
within a previously approved application of terraced housing, now partially complete. These 
three story houses form a bounded condition to the south and eastern boundaries which 
respond to the mature setting of red brick housing of Iona Road and Iona Park. To the north 
are the established industrial buildings of the former John Player Factory which houses a 
protected structure , a brick industrial chimney. The proposed development is situated on 
the site of former print works where the western boundary was aligned with lime trees to 
Botanic Road. The scale of the proposed development adjacent to the current print works 
and former John Player Factory responds to the scale of the northerly built environment. 
Vehicular permeability of an existing road alignment is preserved within the site from the 
previously approved terraced housing application. Existing lime trees to Botanic road are 
proposed for retention. 

Landscape Proposal.
To the western boundary to Botanic Road the existing lime tree line is extended with an 
additional lime tree proposed. The retention of the existing trees seeks with improvement 
works aims to increase growing medium volume and an provide a soil base. Formerly the 
existing lime trees were planted within a bituminous surfaced pit. This aims to improve 
aeration and growing conditions of the existing trees. 

To the northern boundary a pedestrian route is proposed aligned to the north with pro-
posed lime trees and a native hedgerow and perennial under planting. Seating  zones 
punctuate the route way with public seating bays articulated by arbors, clad with proposed 
climbers. This east west axis provides permeability to two  publicly accessible playgrounds 
and amenity pocket square within the center of the proposed development. 
Pedestrian entrances to the north are articulated by proposed planted pergolas which 
enter into two central residential courtyards. Raised planter and tree pits bound the 
residential courtyard  of proposed block B and C ,creating a planted buffer to apartments 
over podium. Similarly courtyard planting around Block D and E offers privacy to residential 
units. Both residential courtyards have visual termini with sculpture interspaced within 
multistem garden scale trees. 

A proposed pedestrian permeable route establishes a pedestrian link from the south of the 
proposed development. Here with an undercroft route through proposed block A links to 
the existing terraced housing. To the northern extent of proposed block A a proposed café / 
retail unit opens onto public realm flanked by proposed Acer campestre (field maple) trees. 
On a north south axis a feature Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) houses a feature public 
bench to its base.  This feature tree placed on axis with the existing protected structure 
of the neighboring brick chimney as a  device in place making . A formal amenity lawn with 
formal hedging opens from the playground and at quadrant nodes on the perimeter of the 
amenity lawn. Lawn games such as boules, croquet and lawn volleyball can be accommodat-
ed within the amenity lawn. Two outdoor seating elements with integrated chess boards are 
situated on the northern extent of the lawn amenity. Four umbrella shaped feature Taxus 
baccata form visual formal sentinels to the formal lawn. The crown of the proposed feature 
yew trees are proposed 1.3m above ground level above the climbing height of children. A 
feature Davidia involucrate (hankerchief tree) is placed within a visual axis from the public 
realm to the residents courtyard. These trees are selected as cultural references recogni-
sable within the Glasnevin suburb found in the National Botanical Gardens as well as long 
established yew specimens found at Glasnevin cemetery. 

Raised tables with stone paving articulate hierarchy of pedestrian users within this residen-
tial setting as well as providing connectivity between the existing terraced houses to the 
proposed development which house amenity spaces. Footpaths are aligned with trees vary-
ing in scale and  seasonal interest. The northern boundary with proposed limes is proposed 
as a biodiverse corridor with a proposed native hedgerow of holly, hawthorn, guelder rose, 
wild rose and elder. This proposed green link is augmented with native feature yews, crab 
apples and cherries, rowan and whitebeam within the development. It is intended to provide 
perennial under-planting which provide pollinator friendly planting as recommended by the 
National Pollinator Plan. 

Green infrastructure detailing of bioretention tree pit trenches are proposed to ameliorate 
the engineered sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS). This proposed infiltration pits 
aim to slow the rate of surface water on the site discharging to the storm-water system. 
Following infiltration in the case of 100 year event excess surface water is proposed to 
percolate to storm water system to ensure that inundation of tree pits does not occur. 
Permeable surfaces are proposed to the northern boundary and western pathways. Exten-
sive green roofs are proposed to blocks A,B,C and D in addition to intensive green roves of 
proposed roof terraces.

Conclusion:
The proposed landscape aims to provide permeability for the pedestrian and cycle user to 
nodes of high intensity amenity bounded by street trees. Green infrastructure is proposed 
to respond in species selection to the borrowed landscape of the adjacent brick chimney, 
a protected structure as well as the wider culturally significant horticultural references of 
the National Botanical Gardens and Glasnevin Cemetery. Biodiverse species selection of 
trees, hedging and under planting are located in zones of less intensity to allow potential 
refuge for birds, small mammals and invertebrates. The proposed tree lined boundary and 
street tree trenches may contribute to the proposed sustainable urban drainage system 
features. Permeable route ways  and play surfaces are also proposed to contribute to the 
SUDS features.  High quality surface treatment of natural stone to public realm areas seek 
to contribute to enhance the residential nature of the proposed development.  This palate 
of materiality has frequently been deployed in place making and to denote hierarchy of 
pedestrian within public realm. Vibrant colour, scent and continued seasonal interest aim 
to provide both positive ecological value but also inclusive multisensory features at human 
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A .Existing Lime trees within the curtilage of the
site for retention. Refer to arborists report  and
 trees for retention drawing on planting plan.

Dublin City Council public footway
or roadway where proposed road entrance works
pertain to ingress and egress to proposed development

Proposed pedestrian entrance to proposed and existing 
development

Proposed pedestrian  and vehicular entrance to proposed 
and existing development

White dotted line extent of site curtilage where proposed works 
pertain public footway and roadway to provide
for pedestrian and vehicular entrances to proposed development.

Red line subject site for this proposed application.
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PROPOSED VEHICHULAR AND PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE TO PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points and entry to basement ramp.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound sub-
grade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

1.2. 2.

3.

3.

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN LINK EAST WEST LINK AND SOUTHERN ACCESS ROAD SURFACE TREATMENT
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, 
colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. 
Flamed finished. Refer to roads engineer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

PROPOSED SHARED SURFACE ZONE/ RAISED TABLE
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. 
Flamed flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished 
granite 600x300x80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway, inclined at pocket park shared 
surface zone . 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers 
drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. Flamed finished. Refer to roads engi-
neer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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DESIGN RATIONALE NEIGHBOURHOOD / ‘HOMEZONE’ 

SURFACE TREATMENT .

Proposed banded and differentiated treatment is 
proposed along the carriage way integrated into 
focal points such as the pocket plaza to create a 
higher place order in accordance with the objec-
tives of DMURS section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is 
articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of 
‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user 
within the local neighborhood context . 
The surface treatment within neighborhoods has 
been demonstrated to visually provide cues to 
the vehicular traffic to slow down and be aware 
of the vulnerable road user as elaborated upon in 
DMURS where these surface treatments in 
neighbourhoods ‘are particularly effective at 
calming traffic’.
 Refer to roads engineer drawing: 
BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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Extract of masterplan to demon-
strate Playground connections: 
* pergola planting not illustrated 
for clarity on ground level con-
nections.
Refer to playground detail 
illustrating elevational treat-
ment of connection
between junior and senior 
playzones via planted arbour 
see drawing: 489_WS_15_07 Pri-
vacy strip_Buffer planting_Play-
ground detail_ Lawn

1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior 
and Senior playground via 
planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground 
to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multi-
sensory planting on West inner 
boundary and arbour/ pergola 
gateway. Formal hedge to east 
of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal 
table and bench 

Subject Site 

View of Daneswell Square, towards Block E

Davidia involucrata (hankerchief 

tree) (5)
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14JULY 2022       |             LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

SITE AT DANESWELL, GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN NINE

A formal amenity lawn with formal hedging opens 
from the playground and at quadrant nodes on the 
perimeter of the amenity lawn. Lawn games such 
as boules, croquet and lawn volleyball can be ac-
commodated within the amenity lawn (6) . Two 
outdoor seating elements with integrated chess 
boards are situated on the northern extent of the 
lawn amenity.  A summary of lawn games which 
can be accomodated on the games amenity lawn is 
listed below.

(1) Lawn Games Area:

○ Chess 

○ Lawn Badminton

○ LawnTennis (1 no game)

○ Lawn Volleyball (1 no game)

○ Boules

○ Croquet

Landscape Proposal

02      |      Landscape Proposal

KEY:
1. Public Amenity and Games Lawn
2. Public playground older children refer to :
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
3. Public playground younger children refer to:
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
4. Feature seating and table area.
5. Canopy with trailing planting over . 
 Seating at base within playground
6. Feature tree underplanted with public seating bench
7. Raised table shared surface
8. Residential courtyard
9. Sculpture
10. Seating element
11. Planted pergola with interated gate to link junior and senior 
 playgrounds
12. Planted arbour
13. Paving natural stone 80mm vehicular traffic 40mm 
 pedestrian on bound sub-base.
14. Public bench
15. Bicycle stand
16. Permeable resin bound gravel surface
17. Semi vegetated natural stone paved area with permeable 
 vegetated zones
18. Permeable bark rubber play surface
19. Permeable resin bound gravel.
20. Communal open space courtyard
21. Universal access parking bay
22. Parking bay
23. Privacy Strip

LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

Introduction and context.
The site is located in the north Dublin suburb of Glasnevin. The proposed landscape is set 
within a previously approved application of terraced housing, now partially complete. These 
three story houses form a bounded condition to the south and eastern boundaries which 
respond to the mature setting of red brick housing of Iona Road and Iona Park. To the north 
are the established industrial buildings of the former John Player Factory which houses a 
protected structure , a brick industrial chimney. The proposed development is situated on 
the site of former print works where the western boundary was aligned with lime trees to 
Botanic Road. The scale of the proposed development adjacent to the current print works 
and former John Player Factory responds to the scale of the northerly built environment. 
Vehicular permeability of an existing road alignment is preserved within the site from the 
previously approved terraced housing application. Existing lime trees to Botanic road are 
proposed for retention. 

Landscape Proposal.
To the western boundary to Botanic Road the existing lime tree line is extended with an 
additional lime tree proposed. The retention of the existing trees seeks with improvement 
works aims to increase growing medium volume and an provide a soil base. Formerly the 
existing lime trees were planted within a bituminous surfaced pit. This aims to improve 
aeration and growing conditions of the existing trees. 

To the northern boundary a pedestrian route is proposed aligned to the north with pro-
posed lime trees and a native hedgerow and perennial under planting. Seating  zones 
punctuate the route way with public seating bays articulated by arbors, clad with proposed 
climbers. This east west axis provides permeability to two  publicly accessible playgrounds 
and amenity pocket square within the center of the proposed development. 
Pedestrian entrances to the north are articulated by proposed planted pergolas which 
enter into two central residential courtyards. Raised planter and tree pits bound the 
residential courtyard  of proposed block B and C ,creating a planted buffer to apartments 
over podium. Similarly courtyard planting around Block D and E offers privacy to residential 
units. Both residential courtyards have visual termini with sculpture interspaced within 
multistem garden scale trees. 

A proposed pedestrian permeable route establishes a pedestrian link from the south of the 
proposed development. Here with an undercroft route through proposed block A links to 
the existing terraced housing. To the northern extent of proposed block A a proposed café / 
retail unit opens onto public realm flanked by proposed Acer campestre (field maple) trees. 
On a north south axis a feature Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) houses a feature public 
bench to its base.  This feature tree placed on axis with the existing protected structure 
of the neighboring brick chimney as a  device in place making . A formal amenity lawn with 
formal hedging opens from the playground and at quadrant nodes on the perimeter of the 
amenity lawn. Lawn games such as boules, croquet and lawn volleyball can be accommodat-
ed within the amenity lawn. Two outdoor seating elements with integrated chess boards are 
situated on the northern extent of the lawn amenity. Four umbrella shaped feature Taxus 
baccata form visual formal sentinels to the formal lawn. The crown of the proposed feature 
yew trees are proposed 1.3m above ground level above the climbing height of children. A 
feature Davidia involucrate (hankerchief tree) is placed within a visual axis from the public 
realm to the residents courtyard. These trees are selected as cultural references recogni-
sable within the Glasnevin suburb found in the National Botanical Gardens as well as long 
established yew specimens found at Glasnevin cemetery. 

Raised tables with stone paving articulate hierarchy of pedestrian users within this residen-
tial setting as well as providing connectivity between the existing terraced houses to the 
proposed development which house amenity spaces. Footpaths are aligned with trees vary-
ing in scale and  seasonal interest. The northern boundary with proposed limes is proposed 
as a biodiverse corridor with a proposed native hedgerow of holly, hawthorn, guelder rose, 
wild rose and elder. This proposed green link is augmented with native feature yews, crab 
apples and cherries, rowan and whitebeam within the development. It is intended to provide 
perennial under-planting which provide pollinator friendly planting as recommended by the 
National Pollinator Plan. 

Green infrastructure detailing of bioretention tree pit trenches are proposed to ameliorate 
the engineered sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS). This proposed infiltration pits 
aim to slow the rate of surface water on the site discharging to the storm-water system. 
Following infiltration in the case of 100 year event excess surface water is proposed to 
percolate to storm water system to ensure that inundation of tree pits does not occur. 
Permeable surfaces are proposed to the northern boundary and western pathways. Exten-
sive green roofs are proposed to blocks A,B,C and D in addition to intensive green roves of 
proposed roof terraces.

Conclusion:
The proposed landscape aims to provide permeability for the pedestrian and cycle user to 
nodes of high intensity amenity bounded by street trees. Green infrastructure is proposed 
to respond in species selection to the borrowed landscape of the adjacent brick chimney, 
a protected structure as well as the wider culturally significant horticultural references of 
the National Botanical Gardens and Glasnevin Cemetery. Biodiverse species selection of 
trees, hedging and under planting are located in zones of less intensity to allow potential 
refuge for birds, small mammals and invertebrates. The proposed tree lined boundary and 
street tree trenches may contribute to the proposed sustainable urban drainage system 
features. Permeable route ways  and play surfaces are also proposed to contribute to the 
SUDS features.  High quality surface treatment of natural stone to public realm areas seek 
to contribute to enhance the residential nature of the proposed development.  This palate 
of materiality has frequently been deployed in place making and to denote hierarchy of 
pedestrian within public realm. Vibrant colour, scent and continued seasonal interest aim 
to provide both positive ecological value but also inclusive multisensory features at human 
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A .Existing Lime trees within the curtilage of the
site for retention. Refer to arborists report  and
 trees for retention drawing on planting plan.

Dublin City Council public footway
or roadway where proposed road entrance works
pertain to ingress and egress to proposed development

Proposed pedestrian entrance to proposed and existing 
development

Proposed pedestrian  and vehicular entrance to proposed 
and existing development

White dotted line extent of site curtilage where proposed works 
pertain public footway and roadway to provide
for pedestrian and vehicular entrances to proposed development.

Red line subject site for this proposed application.
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PROPOSED VEHICHULAR AND PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE TO PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points and entry to basement ramp.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound sub-
grade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

1.2. 2.

3.

3.

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN LINK EAST WEST LINK AND SOUTHERN ACCESS ROAD SURFACE TREATMENT
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, 
colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. 
Flamed finished. Refer to roads engineer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

PROPOSED SHARED SURFACE ZONE/ RAISED TABLE
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. 
Flamed flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished 
granite 600x300x80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway, inclined at pocket park shared 
surface zone . 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers 
drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. Flamed finished. Refer to roads engi-
neer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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DESIGN RATIONALE NEIGHBOURHOOD / ‘HOMEZONE’ 

SURFACE TREATMENT .

Proposed banded and differentiated treatment is 
proposed along the carriage way integrated into 
focal points such as the pocket plaza to create a 
higher place order in accordance with the objec-
tives of DMURS section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is 
articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of 
‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user 
within the local neighborhood context . 
The surface treatment within neighborhoods has 
been demonstrated to visually provide cues to 
the vehicular traffic to slow down and be aware 
of the vulnerable road user as elaborated upon in 
DMURS where these surface treatments in 
neighbourhoods ‘are particularly effective at 
calming traffic’.
 Refer to roads engineer drawing: 
BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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Extract of masterplan to demon-
strate Playground connections: 
* pergola planting not illustrated 
for clarity on ground level con-
nections.
Refer to playground detail 
illustrating elevational treat-
ment of connection
between junior and senior 
playzones via planted arbour 
see drawing: 489_WS_15_07 Pri-
vacy strip_Buffer planting_Play-
ground detail_ Lawn

1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior 
and Senior playground via 
planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground 
to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multi-
sensory planting on West inner 
boundary and arbour/ pergola 
gateway. Formal hedge to east 
of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal 
table and bench 

Subject Site 

(1) Games Lawn

KEY:
1. Public Amenity and Games Lawn
2. Public playground older children refer to :
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
3. Public playground younger children refer to:
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
4. Feature seating and table area.
5. Canopy with trailing planting over . 
 Seating at base within playground
6. Feature tree underplanted with public seating bench
7. Raised table shared surface
8. Residential courtyard
9. Sculpture
10. Seating element
11. Planted pergola with interated gate to link junior and senior 
 playgrounds
12. Planted arbour
13. Paving natural stone 80mm vehicular traffic 40mm 
 pedestrian on bound sub-base.
14. Public bench
15. Bicycle stand
16. Permeable resin bound gravel surface
17. Semi vegetated natural stone paved area with permeable 
 vegetated zones
18. Permeable bark rubber play surface
19. Permeable resin bound gravel.
20. Communal open space courtyard
21. Universal access parking bay
22. Parking bay
23. Privacy Strip

LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

Introduction and context.
The site is located in the north Dublin suburb of Glasnevin. The proposed landscape is set 
within a previously approved application of terraced housing, now partially complete. These 
three story houses form a bounded condition to the south and eastern boundaries which 
respond to the mature setting of red brick housing of Iona Road and Iona Park. To the north 
are the established industrial buildings of the former John Player Factory which houses a 
protected structure , a brick industrial chimney. The proposed development is situated on 
the site of former print works where the western boundary was aligned with lime trees to 
Botanic Road. The scale of the proposed development adjacent to the current print works 
and former John Player Factory responds to the scale of the northerly built environment. 
Vehicular permeability of an existing road alignment is preserved within the site from the 
previously approved terraced housing application. Existing lime trees to Botanic road are 
proposed for retention. 

Landscape Proposal.
To the western boundary to Botanic Road the existing lime tree line is extended with an 
additional lime tree proposed. The retention of the existing trees seeks with improvement 
works aims to increase growing medium volume and an provide a soil base. Formerly the 
existing lime trees were planted within a bituminous surfaced pit. This aims to improve 
aeration and growing conditions of the existing trees. 

To the northern boundary a pedestrian route is proposed aligned to the north with pro-
posed lime trees and a native hedgerow and perennial under planting. Seating  zones 
punctuate the route way with public seating bays articulated by arbors, clad with proposed 
climbers. This east west axis provides permeability to two  publicly accessible playgrounds 
and amenity pocket square within the center of the proposed development. 
Pedestrian entrances to the north are articulated by proposed planted pergolas which 
enter into two central residential courtyards. Raised planter and tree pits bound the 
residential courtyard  of proposed block B and C ,creating a planted buffer to apartments 
over podium. Similarly courtyard planting around Block D and E offers privacy to residential 
units. Both residential courtyards have visual termini with sculpture interspaced within 
multistem garden scale trees. 

A proposed pedestrian permeable route establishes a pedestrian link from the south of the 
proposed development. Here with an undercroft route through proposed block A links to 
the existing terraced housing. To the northern extent of proposed block A a proposed café / 
retail unit opens onto public realm flanked by proposed Acer campestre (field maple) trees. 
On a north south axis a feature Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) houses a feature public 
bench to its base.  This feature tree placed on axis with the existing protected structure 
of the neighboring brick chimney as a  device in place making . A formal amenity lawn with 
formal hedging opens from the playground and at quadrant nodes on the perimeter of the 
amenity lawn. Lawn games such as boules, croquet and lawn volleyball can be accommodat-
ed within the amenity lawn. Two outdoor seating elements with integrated chess boards are 
situated on the northern extent of the lawn amenity. Four umbrella shaped feature Taxus 
baccata form visual formal sentinels to the formal lawn. The crown of the proposed feature 
yew trees are proposed 1.3m above ground level above the climbing height of children. A 
feature Davidia involucrate (hankerchief tree) is placed within a visual axis from the public 
realm to the residents courtyard. These trees are selected as cultural references recogni-
sable within the Glasnevin suburb found in the National Botanical Gardens as well as long 
established yew specimens found at Glasnevin cemetery. 

Raised tables with stone paving articulate hierarchy of pedestrian users within this residen-
tial setting as well as providing connectivity between the existing terraced houses to the 
proposed development which house amenity spaces. Footpaths are aligned with trees vary-
ing in scale and  seasonal interest. The northern boundary with proposed limes is proposed 
as a biodiverse corridor with a proposed native hedgerow of holly, hawthorn, guelder rose, 
wild rose and elder. This proposed green link is augmented with native feature yews, crab 
apples and cherries, rowan and whitebeam within the development. It is intended to provide 
perennial under-planting which provide pollinator friendly planting as recommended by the 
National Pollinator Plan. 

Green infrastructure detailing of bioretention tree pit trenches are proposed to ameliorate 
the engineered sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS). This proposed infiltration pits 
aim to slow the rate of surface water on the site discharging to the storm-water system. 
Following infiltration in the case of 100 year event excess surface water is proposed to 
percolate to storm water system to ensure that inundation of tree pits does not occur. 
Permeable surfaces are proposed to the northern boundary and western pathways. Exten-
sive green roofs are proposed to blocks A,B,C and D in addition to intensive green roves of 
proposed roof terraces.

Conclusion:
The proposed landscape aims to provide permeability for the pedestrian and cycle user to 
nodes of high intensity amenity bounded by street trees. Green infrastructure is proposed 
to respond in species selection to the borrowed landscape of the adjacent brick chimney, 
a protected structure as well as the wider culturally significant horticultural references of 
the National Botanical Gardens and Glasnevin Cemetery. Biodiverse species selection of 
trees, hedging and under planting are located in zones of less intensity to allow potential 
refuge for birds, small mammals and invertebrates. The proposed tree lined boundary and 
street tree trenches may contribute to the proposed sustainable urban drainage system 
features. Permeable route ways  and play surfaces are also proposed to contribute to the 
SUDS features.  High quality surface treatment of natural stone to public realm areas seek 
to contribute to enhance the residential nature of the proposed development.  This palate 
of materiality has frequently been deployed in place making and to denote hierarchy of 
pedestrian within public realm. Vibrant colour, scent and continued seasonal interest aim 
to provide both positive ecological value but also inclusive multisensory features at human 
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A .Existing Lime trees within the curtilage of the
site for retention. Refer to arborists report  and
 trees for retention drawing on planting plan.

Dublin City Council public footway
or roadway where proposed road entrance works
pertain to ingress and egress to proposed development

Proposed pedestrian entrance to proposed and existing 
development

Proposed pedestrian  and vehicular entrance to proposed 
and existing development

White dotted line extent of site curtilage where proposed works 
pertain public footway and roadway to provide
for pedestrian and vehicular entrances to proposed development.

Red line subject site for this proposed application.

A
A

A
A
A
A

A

PROPOSED VEHICHULAR AND PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE TO PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points and entry to basement ramp.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound sub-
grade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

1.2. 2.

3.

3.

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN LINK EAST WEST LINK AND SOUTHERN ACCESS ROAD SURFACE TREATMENT
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, 
colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. 
Flamed finished. Refer to roads engineer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

PROPOSED SHARED SURFACE ZONE/ RAISED TABLE
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. 
Flamed flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished 
granite 600x300x80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway, inclined at pocket park shared 
surface zone . 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers 
drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. Flamed finished. Refer to roads engi-
neer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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1.

1.

4.
1.

DESIGN RATIONALE NEIGHBOURHOOD / ‘HOMEZONE’ 

SURFACE TREATMENT .

Proposed banded and differentiated treatment is 
proposed along the carriage way integrated into 
focal points such as the pocket plaza to create a 
higher place order in accordance with the objec-
tives of DMURS section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is 
articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of 
‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user 
within the local neighborhood context . 
The surface treatment within neighborhoods has 
been demonstrated to visually provide cues to 
the vehicular traffic to slow down and be aware 
of the vulnerable road user as elaborated upon in 
DMURS where these surface treatments in 
neighbourhoods ‘are particularly effective at 
calming traffic’.
 Refer to roads engineer drawing: 
BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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Extract of masterplan to demon-
strate Playground connections: 
* pergola planting not illustrated 
for clarity on ground level con-
nections.
Refer to playground detail 
illustrating elevational treat-
ment of connection
between junior and senior 
playzones via planted arbour 
see drawing: 489_WS_15_07 Pri-
vacy strip_Buffer planting_Play-
ground detail_ Lawn

1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior 
and Senior playground via 
planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground 
to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multi-
sensory planting on West inner 
boundary and arbour/ pergola 
gateway. Formal hedge to east 
of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal 
table and bench 

Subject Site 

Outdoor Integrated chess boards



PLUS ARCHITECTURE LIMITED +
+

+
+

+
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+
+

15JULY 2022       |             LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

SITE AT DANESWELL, GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN NINE

KEY:
1. Public Amenity and Games Lawn
2. Public playground older children refer to :
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
3. Public playground younger children refer to:
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
4. Feature seating and table area.
5. Canopy with trailing planting over . 
 Seating at base within playground
6. Feature tree underplanted with public seating bench
7. Raised table shared surface
8. Residential courtyard
9. Sculpture
10. Seating element
11. Planted pergola with interated gate to link junior and senior 
 playgrounds
12. Planted arbour
13. Paving natural stone 80mm vehicular traffic 40mm 
 pedestrian on bound sub-base.
14. Public bench
15. Bicycle stand
16. Permeable resin bound gravel surface
17. Semi vegetated natural stone paved area with permeable 
 vegetated zones
18. Permeable bark rubber play surface
19. Permeable resin bound gravel.
20. Communal open space courtyard
21. Universal access parking bay
22. Parking bay
23. Privacy Strip

LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

Introduction and context.
The site is located in the north Dublin suburb of Glasnevin. The proposed landscape is set 
within a previously approved application of terraced housing, now partially complete. These 
three story houses form a bounded condition to the south and eastern boundaries which 
respond to the mature setting of red brick housing of Iona Road and Iona Park. To the north 
are the established industrial buildings of the former John Player Factory which houses a 
protected structure , a brick industrial chimney. The proposed development is situated on 
the site of former print works where the western boundary was aligned with lime trees to 
Botanic Road. The scale of the proposed development adjacent to the current print works 
and former John Player Factory responds to the scale of the northerly built environment. 
Vehicular permeability of an existing road alignment is preserved within the site from the 
previously approved terraced housing application. Existing lime trees to Botanic road are 
proposed for retention. 

Landscape Proposal.
To the western boundary to Botanic Road the existing lime tree line is extended with an 
additional lime tree proposed. The retention of the existing trees seeks with improvement 
works aims to increase growing medium volume and an provide a soil base. Formerly the 
existing lime trees were planted within a bituminous surfaced pit. This aims to improve 
aeration and growing conditions of the existing trees. 

To the northern boundary a pedestrian route is proposed aligned to the north with pro-
posed lime trees and a native hedgerow and perennial under planting. Seating  zones 
punctuate the route way with public seating bays articulated by arbors, clad with proposed 
climbers. This east west axis provides permeability to two  publicly accessible playgrounds 
and amenity pocket square within the center of the proposed development. 
Pedestrian entrances to the north are articulated by proposed planted pergolas which 
enter into two central residential courtyards. Raised planter and tree pits bound the 
residential courtyard  of proposed block B and C ,creating a planted buffer to apartments 
over podium. Similarly courtyard planting around Block D and E offers privacy to residential 
units. Both residential courtyards have visual termini with sculpture interspaced within 
multistem garden scale trees. 

A proposed pedestrian permeable route establishes a pedestrian link from the south of the 
proposed development. Here with an undercroft route through proposed block A links to 
the existing terraced housing. To the northern extent of proposed block A a proposed café / 
retail unit opens onto public realm flanked by proposed Acer campestre (field maple) trees. 
On a north south axis a feature Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) houses a feature public 
bench to its base.  This feature tree placed on axis with the existing protected structure 
of the neighboring brick chimney as a  device in place making . A formal amenity lawn with 
formal hedging opens from the playground and at quadrant nodes on the perimeter of the 
amenity lawn. Lawn games such as boules, croquet and lawn volleyball can be accommodat-
ed within the amenity lawn. Two outdoor seating elements with integrated chess boards are 
situated on the northern extent of the lawn amenity. Four umbrella shaped feature Taxus 
baccata form visual formal sentinels to the formal lawn. The crown of the proposed feature 
yew trees are proposed 1.3m above ground level above the climbing height of children. A 
feature Davidia involucrate (hankerchief tree) is placed within a visual axis from the public 
realm to the residents courtyard. These trees are selected as cultural references recogni-
sable within the Glasnevin suburb found in the National Botanical Gardens as well as long 
established yew specimens found at Glasnevin cemetery. 

Raised tables with stone paving articulate hierarchy of pedestrian users within this residen-
tial setting as well as providing connectivity between the existing terraced houses to the 
proposed development which house amenity spaces. Footpaths are aligned with trees vary-
ing in scale and  seasonal interest. The northern boundary with proposed limes is proposed 
as a biodiverse corridor with a proposed native hedgerow of holly, hawthorn, guelder rose, 
wild rose and elder. This proposed green link is augmented with native feature yews, crab 
apples and cherries, rowan and whitebeam within the development. It is intended to provide 
perennial under-planting which provide pollinator friendly planting as recommended by the 
National Pollinator Plan. 

Green infrastructure detailing of bioretention tree pit trenches are proposed to ameliorate 
the engineered sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS). This proposed infiltration pits 
aim to slow the rate of surface water on the site discharging to the storm-water system. 
Following infiltration in the case of 100 year event excess surface water is proposed to 
percolate to storm water system to ensure that inundation of tree pits does not occur. 
Permeable surfaces are proposed to the northern boundary and western pathways. Exten-
sive green roofs are proposed to blocks A,B,C and D in addition to intensive green roves of 
proposed roof terraces.

Conclusion:
The proposed landscape aims to provide permeability for the pedestrian and cycle user to 
nodes of high intensity amenity bounded by street trees. Green infrastructure is proposed 
to respond in species selection to the borrowed landscape of the adjacent brick chimney, 
a protected structure as well as the wider culturally significant horticultural references of 
the National Botanical Gardens and Glasnevin Cemetery. Biodiverse species selection of 
trees, hedging and under planting are located in zones of less intensity to allow potential 
refuge for birds, small mammals and invertebrates. The proposed tree lined boundary and 
street tree trenches may contribute to the proposed sustainable urban drainage system 
features. Permeable route ways  and play surfaces are also proposed to contribute to the 
SUDS features.  High quality surface treatment of natural stone to public realm areas seek 
to contribute to enhance the residential nature of the proposed development.  This palate 
of materiality has frequently been deployed in place making and to denote hierarchy of 
pedestrian within public realm. Vibrant colour, scent and continued seasonal interest aim 
to provide both positive ecological value but also inclusive multisensory features at human 
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A .Existing Lime trees within the curtilage of the
site for retention. Refer to arborists report  and
 trees for retention drawing on planting plan.

Dublin City Council public footway
or roadway where proposed road entrance works
pertain to ingress and egress to proposed development

Proposed pedestrian entrance to proposed and existing 
development

Proposed pedestrian  and vehicular entrance to proposed 
and existing development

White dotted line extent of site curtilage where proposed works 
pertain public footway and roadway to provide
for pedestrian and vehicular entrances to proposed development.

Red line subject site for this proposed application.
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A
A
A
A

A

PROPOSED VEHICHULAR AND PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE TO PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points and entry to basement ramp.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound sub-
grade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

1.2. 2.

3.

3.

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN LINK EAST WEST LINK AND SOUTHERN ACCESS ROAD SURFACE TREATMENT
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, 
colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. 
Flamed finished. Refer to roads engineer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

PROPOSED SHARED SURFACE ZONE/ RAISED TABLE
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. 
Flamed flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished 
granite 600x300x80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway, inclined at pocket park shared 
surface zone . 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers 
drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. Flamed finished. Refer to roads engi-
neer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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DESIGN RATIONALE NEIGHBOURHOOD / ‘HOMEZONE’ 

SURFACE TREATMENT .

Proposed banded and differentiated treatment is 
proposed along the carriage way integrated into 
focal points such as the pocket plaza to create a 
higher place order in accordance with the objec-
tives of DMURS section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is 
articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of 
‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user 
within the local neighborhood context . 
The surface treatment within neighborhoods has 
been demonstrated to visually provide cues to 
the vehicular traffic to slow down and be aware 
of the vulnerable road user as elaborated upon in 
DMURS where these surface treatments in 
neighbourhoods ‘are particularly effective at 
calming traffic’.
 Refer to roads engineer drawing: 
BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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Extract of masterplan to demon-
strate Playground connections: 
* pergola planting not illustrated 
for clarity on ground level con-
nections.
Refer to playground detail 
illustrating elevational treat-
ment of connection
between junior and senior 
playzones via planted arbour 
see drawing: 489_WS_15_07 Pri-
vacy strip_Buffer planting_Play-
ground detail_ Lawn

1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior 
and Senior playground via 
planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground 
to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multi-
sensory planting on West inner 
boundary and arbour/ pergola 
gateway. Formal hedge to east 
of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal 
table and bench 

Subject Site 

There is a dual playground seperated by a planted 
pergola. To the north is the playground for younger 
children, lined with a permeable resin bound gravel 
surface. To the south of the pergola is the play-
ground for older  children, complete with climbing 
apparatus and permeable bark rubber play sur-
faces. This vertical stretch fills the frame between 
the protected structure of the neighboring brick 
chimney to the north &  the feature tulip tree to the 
south (8) .  A summary of the play ranges selected 
for the older childrens play range is  listed below.

(2) Older Childrens Playground:

Kompan Nature Play Range:

○ Balance Posts with Rope r

○ Hammock   

○ Crawling Pyramid 

○ Climbing net brown 1no. 

○ Balance Posts with Robe 

○ Amop Synergies Amoplay Ping Pong Table

○ Teqball table

○ Chess table Mat 6no. 

Landscape Proposal

02      |      Landscape Proposal

KEY:
1. Public Amenity and Games Lawn
2. Public playground older children refer to :
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
3. Public playground younger children refer to:
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
4. Feature seating and table area.
5. Canopy with trailing planting over . 
 Seating at base within playground
6. Feature tree underplanted with public seating bench
7. Raised table shared surface
8. Residential courtyard
9. Sculpture
10. Seating element
11. Planted pergola with interated gate to link junior and senior 
 playgrounds
12. Planted arbour
13. Paving natural stone 80mm vehicular traffic 40mm 
 pedestrian on bound sub-base.
14. Public bench
15. Bicycle stand
16. Permeable resin bound gravel surface
17. Semi vegetated natural stone paved area with permeable 
 vegetated zones
18. Permeable bark rubber play surface
19. Permeable resin bound gravel.
20. Communal open space courtyard
21. Universal access parking bay
22. Parking bay
23. Privacy Strip

LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

Introduction and context.
The site is located in the north Dublin suburb of Glasnevin. The proposed landscape is set 
within a previously approved application of terraced housing, now partially complete. These 
three story houses form a bounded condition to the south and eastern boundaries which 
respond to the mature setting of red brick housing of Iona Road and Iona Park. To the north 
are the established industrial buildings of the former John Player Factory which houses a 
protected structure , a brick industrial chimney. The proposed development is situated on 
the site of former print works where the western boundary was aligned with lime trees to 
Botanic Road. The scale of the proposed development adjacent to the current print works 
and former John Player Factory responds to the scale of the northerly built environment. 
Vehicular permeability of an existing road alignment is preserved within the site from the 
previously approved terraced housing application. Existing lime trees to Botanic road are 
proposed for retention. 

Landscape Proposal.
To the western boundary to Botanic Road the existing lime tree line is extended with an 
additional lime tree proposed. The retention of the existing trees seeks with improvement 
works aims to increase growing medium volume and an provide a soil base. Formerly the 
existing lime trees were planted within a bituminous surfaced pit. This aims to improve 
aeration and growing conditions of the existing trees. 

To the northern boundary a pedestrian route is proposed aligned to the north with pro-
posed lime trees and a native hedgerow and perennial under planting. Seating  zones 
punctuate the route way with public seating bays articulated by arbors, clad with proposed 
climbers. This east west axis provides permeability to two  publicly accessible playgrounds 
and amenity pocket square within the center of the proposed development. 
Pedestrian entrances to the north are articulated by proposed planted pergolas which 
enter into two central residential courtyards. Raised planter and tree pits bound the 
residential courtyard  of proposed block B and C ,creating a planted buffer to apartments 
over podium. Similarly courtyard planting around Block D and E offers privacy to residential 
units. Both residential courtyards have visual termini with sculpture interspaced within 
multistem garden scale trees. 

A proposed pedestrian permeable route establishes a pedestrian link from the south of the 
proposed development. Here with an undercroft route through proposed block A links to 
the existing terraced housing. To the northern extent of proposed block A a proposed café / 
retail unit opens onto public realm flanked by proposed Acer campestre (field maple) trees. 
On a north south axis a feature Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) houses a feature public 
bench to its base.  This feature tree placed on axis with the existing protected structure 
of the neighboring brick chimney as a  device in place making . A formal amenity lawn with 
formal hedging opens from the playground and at quadrant nodes on the perimeter of the 
amenity lawn. Lawn games such as boules, croquet and lawn volleyball can be accommodat-
ed within the amenity lawn. Two outdoor seating elements with integrated chess boards are 
situated on the northern extent of the lawn amenity. Four umbrella shaped feature Taxus 
baccata form visual formal sentinels to the formal lawn. The crown of the proposed feature 
yew trees are proposed 1.3m above ground level above the climbing height of children. A 
feature Davidia involucrate (hankerchief tree) is placed within a visual axis from the public 
realm to the residents courtyard. These trees are selected as cultural references recogni-
sable within the Glasnevin suburb found in the National Botanical Gardens as well as long 
established yew specimens found at Glasnevin cemetery. 

Raised tables with stone paving articulate hierarchy of pedestrian users within this residen-
tial setting as well as providing connectivity between the existing terraced houses to the 
proposed development which house amenity spaces. Footpaths are aligned with trees vary-
ing in scale and  seasonal interest. The northern boundary with proposed limes is proposed 
as a biodiverse corridor with a proposed native hedgerow of holly, hawthorn, guelder rose, 
wild rose and elder. This proposed green link is augmented with native feature yews, crab 
apples and cherries, rowan and whitebeam within the development. It is intended to provide 
perennial under-planting which provide pollinator friendly planting as recommended by the 
National Pollinator Plan. 

Green infrastructure detailing of bioretention tree pit trenches are proposed to ameliorate 
the engineered sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS). This proposed infiltration pits 
aim to slow the rate of surface water on the site discharging to the storm-water system. 
Following infiltration in the case of 100 year event excess surface water is proposed to 
percolate to storm water system to ensure that inundation of tree pits does not occur. 
Permeable surfaces are proposed to the northern boundary and western pathways. Exten-
sive green roofs are proposed to blocks A,B,C and D in addition to intensive green roves of 
proposed roof terraces.

Conclusion:
The proposed landscape aims to provide permeability for the pedestrian and cycle user to 
nodes of high intensity amenity bounded by street trees. Green infrastructure is proposed 
to respond in species selection to the borrowed landscape of the adjacent brick chimney, 
a protected structure as well as the wider culturally significant horticultural references of 
the National Botanical Gardens and Glasnevin Cemetery. Biodiverse species selection of 
trees, hedging and under planting are located in zones of less intensity to allow potential 
refuge for birds, small mammals and invertebrates. The proposed tree lined boundary and 
street tree trenches may contribute to the proposed sustainable urban drainage system 
features. Permeable route ways  and play surfaces are also proposed to contribute to the 
SUDS features.  High quality surface treatment of natural stone to public realm areas seek 
to contribute to enhance the residential nature of the proposed development.  This palate 
of materiality has frequently been deployed in place making and to denote hierarchy of 
pedestrian within public realm. Vibrant colour, scent and continued seasonal interest aim 
to provide both positive ecological value but also inclusive multisensory features at human 
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A .Existing Lime trees within the curtilage of the
site for retention. Refer to arborists report  and
 trees for retention drawing on planting plan.

Dublin City Council public footway
or roadway where proposed road entrance works
pertain to ingress and egress to proposed development

Proposed pedestrian entrance to proposed and existing 
development

Proposed pedestrian  and vehicular entrance to proposed 
and existing development

White dotted line extent of site curtilage where proposed works 
pertain public footway and roadway to provide
for pedestrian and vehicular entrances to proposed development.

Red line subject site for this proposed application.
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PROPOSED VEHICHULAR AND PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE TO PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points and entry to basement ramp.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound sub-
grade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

1.2. 2.

3.

3.

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN LINK EAST WEST LINK AND SOUTHERN ACCESS ROAD SURFACE TREATMENT
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, 
colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. 
Flamed finished. Refer to roads engineer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

PROPOSED SHARED SURFACE ZONE/ RAISED TABLE
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. 
Flamed flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished 
granite 600x300x80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway, inclined at pocket park shared 
surface zone . 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers 
drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. Flamed finished. Refer to roads engi-
neer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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DESIGN RATIONALE NEIGHBOURHOOD / ‘HOMEZONE’ 

SURFACE TREATMENT .

Proposed banded and differentiated treatment is 
proposed along the carriage way integrated into 
focal points such as the pocket plaza to create a 
higher place order in accordance with the objec-
tives of DMURS section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is 
articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of 
‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user 
within the local neighborhood context . 
The surface treatment within neighborhoods has 
been demonstrated to visually provide cues to 
the vehicular traffic to slow down and be aware 
of the vulnerable road user as elaborated upon in 
DMURS where these surface treatments in 
neighbourhoods ‘are particularly effective at 
calming traffic’.
 Refer to roads engineer drawing: 
BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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Extract of masterplan to demon-
strate Playground connections: 
* pergola planting not illustrated 
for clarity on ground level con-
nections.
Refer to playground detail 
illustrating elevational treat-
ment of connection
between junior and senior 
playzones via planted arbour 
see drawing: 489_WS_15_07 Pri-
vacy strip_Buffer planting_Play-
ground detail_ Lawn

1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior 
and Senior playground via 
planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground 
to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multi-
sensory planting on West inner 
boundary and arbour/ pergola 
gateway. Formal hedge to east 
of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal 
table and bench 

Subject Site 

Childrens Playgrounds  (8)

Older Childrens Playground (2)
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16JULY 2022       |             LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

SITE AT DANESWELL, GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN NINE

KEY:
1. Public Amenity and Games Lawn
2. Public playground older children refer to :
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
3. Public playground younger children refer to:
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
4. Feature seating and table area.
5. Canopy with trailing planting over . 
 Seating at base within playground
6. Feature tree underplanted with public seating bench
7. Raised table shared surface
8. Residential courtyard
9. Sculpture
10. Seating element
11. Planted pergola with interated gate to link junior and senior 
 playgrounds
12. Planted arbour
13. Paving natural stone 80mm vehicular traffic 40mm 
 pedestrian on bound sub-base.
14. Public bench
15. Bicycle stand
16. Permeable resin bound gravel surface
17. Semi vegetated natural stone paved area with permeable 
 vegetated zones
18. Permeable bark rubber play surface
19. Permeable resin bound gravel.
20. Communal open space courtyard
21. Universal access parking bay
22. Parking bay
23. Privacy Strip

LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

Introduction and context.
The site is located in the north Dublin suburb of Glasnevin. The proposed landscape is set 
within a previously approved application of terraced housing, now partially complete. These 
three story houses form a bounded condition to the south and eastern boundaries which 
respond to the mature setting of red brick housing of Iona Road and Iona Park. To the north 
are the established industrial buildings of the former John Player Factory which houses a 
protected structure , a brick industrial chimney. The proposed development is situated on 
the site of former print works where the western boundary was aligned with lime trees to 
Botanic Road. The scale of the proposed development adjacent to the current print works 
and former John Player Factory responds to the scale of the northerly built environment. 
Vehicular permeability of an existing road alignment is preserved within the site from the 
previously approved terraced housing application. Existing lime trees to Botanic road are 
proposed for retention. 

Landscape Proposal.
To the western boundary to Botanic Road the existing lime tree line is extended with an 
additional lime tree proposed. The retention of the existing trees seeks with improvement 
works aims to increase growing medium volume and an provide a soil base. Formerly the 
existing lime trees were planted within a bituminous surfaced pit. This aims to improve 
aeration and growing conditions of the existing trees. 

To the northern boundary a pedestrian route is proposed aligned to the north with pro-
posed lime trees and a native hedgerow and perennial under planting. Seating  zones 
punctuate the route way with public seating bays articulated by arbors, clad with proposed 
climbers. This east west axis provides permeability to two  publicly accessible playgrounds 
and amenity pocket square within the center of the proposed development. 
Pedestrian entrances to the north are articulated by proposed planted pergolas which 
enter into two central residential courtyards. Raised planter and tree pits bound the 
residential courtyard  of proposed block B and C ,creating a planted buffer to apartments 
over podium. Similarly courtyard planting around Block D and E offers privacy to residential 
units. Both residential courtyards have visual termini with sculpture interspaced within 
multistem garden scale trees. 

A proposed pedestrian permeable route establishes a pedestrian link from the south of the 
proposed development. Here with an undercroft route through proposed block A links to 
the existing terraced housing. To the northern extent of proposed block A a proposed café / 
retail unit opens onto public realm flanked by proposed Acer campestre (field maple) trees. 
On a north south axis a feature Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) houses a feature public 
bench to its base.  This feature tree placed on axis with the existing protected structure 
of the neighboring brick chimney as a  device in place making . A formal amenity lawn with 
formal hedging opens from the playground and at quadrant nodes on the perimeter of the 
amenity lawn. Lawn games such as boules, croquet and lawn volleyball can be accommodat-
ed within the amenity lawn. Two outdoor seating elements with integrated chess boards are 
situated on the northern extent of the lawn amenity. Four umbrella shaped feature Taxus 
baccata form visual formal sentinels to the formal lawn. The crown of the proposed feature 
yew trees are proposed 1.3m above ground level above the climbing height of children. A 
feature Davidia involucrate (hankerchief tree) is placed within a visual axis from the public 
realm to the residents courtyard. These trees are selected as cultural references recogni-
sable within the Glasnevin suburb found in the National Botanical Gardens as well as long 
established yew specimens found at Glasnevin cemetery. 

Raised tables with stone paving articulate hierarchy of pedestrian users within this residen-
tial setting as well as providing connectivity between the existing terraced houses to the 
proposed development which house amenity spaces. Footpaths are aligned with trees vary-
ing in scale and  seasonal interest. The northern boundary with proposed limes is proposed 
as a biodiverse corridor with a proposed native hedgerow of holly, hawthorn, guelder rose, 
wild rose and elder. This proposed green link is augmented with native feature yews, crab 
apples and cherries, rowan and whitebeam within the development. It is intended to provide 
perennial under-planting which provide pollinator friendly planting as recommended by the 
National Pollinator Plan. 

Green infrastructure detailing of bioretention tree pit trenches are proposed to ameliorate 
the engineered sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS). This proposed infiltration pits 
aim to slow the rate of surface water on the site discharging to the storm-water system. 
Following infiltration in the case of 100 year event excess surface water is proposed to 
percolate to storm water system to ensure that inundation of tree pits does not occur. 
Permeable surfaces are proposed to the northern boundary and western pathways. Exten-
sive green roofs are proposed to blocks A,B,C and D in addition to intensive green roves of 
proposed roof terraces.

Conclusion:
The proposed landscape aims to provide permeability for the pedestrian and cycle user to 
nodes of high intensity amenity bounded by street trees. Green infrastructure is proposed 
to respond in species selection to the borrowed landscape of the adjacent brick chimney, 
a protected structure as well as the wider culturally significant horticultural references of 
the National Botanical Gardens and Glasnevin Cemetery. Biodiverse species selection of 
trees, hedging and under planting are located in zones of less intensity to allow potential 
refuge for birds, small mammals and invertebrates. The proposed tree lined boundary and 
street tree trenches may contribute to the proposed sustainable urban drainage system 
features. Permeable route ways  and play surfaces are also proposed to contribute to the 
SUDS features.  High quality surface treatment of natural stone to public realm areas seek 
to contribute to enhance the residential nature of the proposed development.  This palate 
of materiality has frequently been deployed in place making and to denote hierarchy of 
pedestrian within public realm. Vibrant colour, scent and continued seasonal interest aim 
to provide both positive ecological value but also inclusive multisensory features at human 
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A .Existing Lime trees within the curtilage of the
site for retention. Refer to arborists report  and
 trees for retention drawing on planting plan.

Dublin City Council public footway
or roadway where proposed road entrance works
pertain to ingress and egress to proposed development

Proposed pedestrian entrance to proposed and existing 
development

Proposed pedestrian  and vehicular entrance to proposed 
and existing development

White dotted line extent of site curtilage where proposed works 
pertain public footway and roadway to provide
for pedestrian and vehicular entrances to proposed development.

Red line subject site for this proposed application.
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A

PROPOSED VEHICHULAR AND PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE TO PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points and entry to basement ramp.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound sub-
grade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

1.2. 2.

3.

3.

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN LINK EAST WEST LINK AND SOUTHERN ACCESS ROAD SURFACE TREATMENT
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, 
colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. 
Flamed finished. Refer to roads engineer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

PROPOSED SHARED SURFACE ZONE/ RAISED TABLE
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. 
Flamed flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished 
granite 600x300x80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway, inclined at pocket park shared 
surface zone . 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers 
drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. Flamed finished. Refer to roads engi-
neer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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DESIGN RATIONALE NEIGHBOURHOOD / ‘HOMEZONE’ 

SURFACE TREATMENT .

Proposed banded and differentiated treatment is 
proposed along the carriage way integrated into 
focal points such as the pocket plaza to create a 
higher place order in accordance with the objec-
tives of DMURS section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is 
articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of 
‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user 
within the local neighborhood context . 
The surface treatment within neighborhoods has 
been demonstrated to visually provide cues to 
the vehicular traffic to slow down and be aware 
of the vulnerable road user as elaborated upon in 
DMURS where these surface treatments in 
neighbourhoods ‘are particularly effective at 
calming traffic’.
 Refer to roads engineer drawing: 
BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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Extract of masterplan to demon-
strate Playground connections: 
* pergola planting not illustrated 
for clarity on ground level con-
nections.
Refer to playground detail 
illustrating elevational treat-
ment of connection
between junior and senior 
playzones via planted arbour 
see drawing: 489_WS_15_07 Pri-
vacy strip_Buffer planting_Play-
ground detail_ Lawn

1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior 
and Senior playground via 
planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground 
to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multi-
sensory planting on West inner 
boundary and arbour/ pergola 
gateway. Formal hedge to east 
of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal 
table and bench 

Subject Site 

 A summary of the play ranges selected for the ju-
nior childrens play range is  listed below.

(3) Junior Playground:

○ Kompan double springer Nature play range

○ Kompan Balance Post Nature Play

○ Kompan Tower And Net Nature Play

○ Kompan Playhouse Nature Play

(4) Playground Surfacing:

Rubber mulch buff/ earth mix colour 100mm depth 
to achieve safe fall height on MOT type 1 subgrade 
or as per subgrade requirements of manufacturer 
on Bauder or E/A drainage board with sufficient 
compressive strength for masonry and subgrade 
material. Natural stone kerb (granite) as bounding 
edge to play surface flush with play surface

Landscape Proposal

02      |      Landscape Proposal

KEY:
1. Public Amenity and Games Lawn
2. Public playground older children refer to :
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
3. Public playground younger children refer to:
 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn & 
 Landscape masterplan roof level for diagram of interconnections 
 between 
 play areas.
4. Feature seating and table area.
5. Canopy with trailing planting over . 
 Seating at base within playground
6. Feature tree underplanted with public seating bench
7. Raised table shared surface
8. Residential courtyard
9. Sculpture
10. Seating element
11. Planted pergola with interated gate to link junior and senior 
 playgrounds
12. Planted arbour
13. Paving natural stone 80mm vehicular traffic 40mm 
 pedestrian on bound sub-base.
14. Public bench
15. Bicycle stand
16. Permeable resin bound gravel surface
17. Semi vegetated natural stone paved area with permeable 
 vegetated zones
18. Permeable bark rubber play surface
19. Permeable resin bound gravel.
20. Communal open space courtyard
21. Universal access parking bay
22. Parking bay
23. Privacy Strip

LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

Introduction and context.
The site is located in the north Dublin suburb of Glasnevin. The proposed landscape is set 
within a previously approved application of terraced housing, now partially complete. These 
three story houses form a bounded condition to the south and eastern boundaries which 
respond to the mature setting of red brick housing of Iona Road and Iona Park. To the north 
are the established industrial buildings of the former John Player Factory which houses a 
protected structure , a brick industrial chimney. The proposed development is situated on 
the site of former print works where the western boundary was aligned with lime trees to 
Botanic Road. The scale of the proposed development adjacent to the current print works 
and former John Player Factory responds to the scale of the northerly built environment. 
Vehicular permeability of an existing road alignment is preserved within the site from the 
previously approved terraced housing application. Existing lime trees to Botanic road are 
proposed for retention. 

Landscape Proposal.
To the western boundary to Botanic Road the existing lime tree line is extended with an 
additional lime tree proposed. The retention of the existing trees seeks with improvement 
works aims to increase growing medium volume and an provide a soil base. Formerly the 
existing lime trees were planted within a bituminous surfaced pit. This aims to improve 
aeration and growing conditions of the existing trees. 

To the northern boundary a pedestrian route is proposed aligned to the north with pro-
posed lime trees and a native hedgerow and perennial under planting. Seating  zones 
punctuate the route way with public seating bays articulated by arbors, clad with proposed 
climbers. This east west axis provides permeability to two  publicly accessible playgrounds 
and amenity pocket square within the center of the proposed development. 
Pedestrian entrances to the north are articulated by proposed planted pergolas which 
enter into two central residential courtyards. Raised planter and tree pits bound the 
residential courtyard  of proposed block B and C ,creating a planted buffer to apartments 
over podium. Similarly courtyard planting around Block D and E offers privacy to residential 
units. Both residential courtyards have visual termini with sculpture interspaced within 
multistem garden scale trees. 

A proposed pedestrian permeable route establishes a pedestrian link from the south of the 
proposed development. Here with an undercroft route through proposed block A links to 
the existing terraced housing. To the northern extent of proposed block A a proposed café / 
retail unit opens onto public realm flanked by proposed Acer campestre (field maple) trees. 
On a north south axis a feature Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) houses a feature public 
bench to its base.  This feature tree placed on axis with the existing protected structure 
of the neighboring brick chimney as a  device in place making . A formal amenity lawn with 
formal hedging opens from the playground and at quadrant nodes on the perimeter of the 
amenity lawn. Lawn games such as boules, croquet and lawn volleyball can be accommodat-
ed within the amenity lawn. Two outdoor seating elements with integrated chess boards are 
situated on the northern extent of the lawn amenity. Four umbrella shaped feature Taxus 
baccata form visual formal sentinels to the formal lawn. The crown of the proposed feature 
yew trees are proposed 1.3m above ground level above the climbing height of children. A 
feature Davidia involucrate (hankerchief tree) is placed within a visual axis from the public 
realm to the residents courtyard. These trees are selected as cultural references recogni-
sable within the Glasnevin suburb found in the National Botanical Gardens as well as long 
established yew specimens found at Glasnevin cemetery. 

Raised tables with stone paving articulate hierarchy of pedestrian users within this residen-
tial setting as well as providing connectivity between the existing terraced houses to the 
proposed development which house amenity spaces. Footpaths are aligned with trees vary-
ing in scale and  seasonal interest. The northern boundary with proposed limes is proposed 
as a biodiverse corridor with a proposed native hedgerow of holly, hawthorn, guelder rose, 
wild rose and elder. This proposed green link is augmented with native feature yews, crab 
apples and cherries, rowan and whitebeam within the development. It is intended to provide 
perennial under-planting which provide pollinator friendly planting as recommended by the 
National Pollinator Plan. 

Green infrastructure detailing of bioretention tree pit trenches are proposed to ameliorate 
the engineered sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS). This proposed infiltration pits 
aim to slow the rate of surface water on the site discharging to the storm-water system. 
Following infiltration in the case of 100 year event excess surface water is proposed to 
percolate to storm water system to ensure that inundation of tree pits does not occur. 
Permeable surfaces are proposed to the northern boundary and western pathways. Exten-
sive green roofs are proposed to blocks A,B,C and D in addition to intensive green roves of 
proposed roof terraces.

Conclusion:
The proposed landscape aims to provide permeability for the pedestrian and cycle user to 
nodes of high intensity amenity bounded by street trees. Green infrastructure is proposed 
to respond in species selection to the borrowed landscape of the adjacent brick chimney, 
a protected structure as well as the wider culturally significant horticultural references of 
the National Botanical Gardens and Glasnevin Cemetery. Biodiverse species selection of 
trees, hedging and under planting are located in zones of less intensity to allow potential 
refuge for birds, small mammals and invertebrates. The proposed tree lined boundary and 
street tree trenches may contribute to the proposed sustainable urban drainage system 
features. Permeable route ways  and play surfaces are also proposed to contribute to the 
SUDS features.  High quality surface treatment of natural stone to public realm areas seek 
to contribute to enhance the residential nature of the proposed development.  This palate 
of materiality has frequently been deployed in place making and to denote hierarchy of 
pedestrian within public realm. Vibrant colour, scent and continued seasonal interest aim 
to provide both positive ecological value but also inclusive multisensory features at human 
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A .Existing Lime trees within the curtilage of the
site for retention. Refer to arborists report  and
 trees for retention drawing on planting plan.

Dublin City Council public footway
or roadway where proposed road entrance works
pertain to ingress and egress to proposed development

Proposed pedestrian entrance to proposed and existing 
development

Proposed pedestrian  and vehicular entrance to proposed 
and existing development

White dotted line extent of site curtilage where proposed works 
pertain public footway and roadway to provide
for pedestrian and vehicular entrances to proposed development.

Red line subject site for this proposed application.
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PROPOSED VEHICHULAR AND PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE TO PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points and entry to basement ramp.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound sub-
grade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

1.2. 2.

3.

3.

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN LINK EAST WEST LINK AND SOUTHERN ACCESS ROAD SURFACE TREATMENT
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed 
flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x-
80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, 
colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. 
Flamed finished. Refer to roads engineer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001

PROPOSED SHARED SURFACE ZONE/ RAISED TABLE
Contrasting paving to identify carriageway crossing points . Paving flush with kerb at crossing point.
1. Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. 
Flamed flamed finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff. 2. Contrasting black band flamed finished 
granite 600x300x80mm flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway, inclined at pocket park shared 
surface zone . 3 Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, colour pink granite.  Refer to road engineers 
drawing. 4. Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey. Flamed finished. Refer to roads engi-
neer drawing: BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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DESIGN RATIONALE NEIGHBOURHOOD / ‘HOMEZONE’ 

SURFACE TREATMENT .

Proposed banded and differentiated treatment is 
proposed along the carriage way integrated into 
focal points such as the pocket plaza to create a 
higher place order in accordance with the objec-
tives of DMURS section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is 
articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of 
‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user 
within the local neighborhood context . 
The surface treatment within neighborhoods has 
been demonstrated to visually provide cues to 
the vehicular traffic to slow down and be aware 
of the vulnerable road user as elaborated upon in 
DMURS where these surface treatments in 
neighbourhoods ‘are particularly effective at 
calming traffic’.
 Refer to roads engineer drawing: 
BOT-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-10-0001
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Extract of masterplan to demon-
strate Playground connections: 
* pergola planting not illustrated 
for clarity on ground level con-
nections.
Refer to playground detail 
illustrating elevational treat-
ment of connection
between junior and senior 
playzones via planted arbour 
see drawing: 489_WS_15_07 Pri-
vacy strip_Buffer planting_Play-
ground detail_ Lawn

1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior 
and Senior playground via 
planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground 
to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multi-
sensory planting on West inner 
boundary and arbour/ pergola 
gateway. Formal hedge to east 
of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal 
table and bench 
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Paving Types

02      |      Landscape Proposal

Paving Types:
Paving type 1 (P1):
Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying width 
600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed flamed finished 
40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff to light grey mix. 5mm 
joints.
on bound subbase refer to specification. Silver grey / black mix on roof 
terraces in communal open space.

Paving type 2 (P2)
Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x80mm flush 
with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway.  Black grantie 
flamed finshed setts 100x100x80 where required instead of llag paving. 
5mm joints. on bound subbase refer to specification.

Paving type 3 (P3):
Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, colour pink 
granite and or light grey mix. 5mm joints. on bound subbase refer to speci-
fication.

Paving type 4 (P4):
Fan pattern setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey / silver 
grey. 5mm joints. on bound subbase refer to specification.

Paving type 5 (P5):
Buff & sliver grey paving setts / rectilinear dimension units granite; sizes
300x300x80 for vehicular trafficked areas and 40mm deep for pedes-
trian zones & 100x215mmx80mm at 5mm joints. Permeable joints refer to 
specification.

Paving type 6 (P6):
Resin bound gravel , Colour buff on permeable sub-base to enginners and 
manufacturers specification.

Paving type 7 (P7):
Play surface: 100mm deep rubber mulch on MOT type 1 on drainage board. 
Permeable subgrade on drainage board. Colour buff/ earth

Kerb types: 
a) 100x200 flush kerbs granite pedestrian areas, sawn all four sides. Top 
flamed finished.
b) 300x300 flush kerbs granite, sawn all four sides. Top flamed finished. 
roadways
c) 300x300 raised kerb footpaths along carriage ways, sawn finish all sides . Top 
flamed leading edge bullnose 
d) transition kerbs : Granite flamed finish top surface, flush where meeting foot-
path. Bullnose on raised profile.
No facets permitted. Kerbs to be ordered to radii. 
Tactille paving: 
Inset into paving units for flags and stainless steel tactile strips to sett units.
* integrated / recessed manhole and and service covers required throughout for 
paved areas.  Aco Brick slot drains and chambers Raason in the interest of qual-
ity of paved surface. Refer to specification. : image ref SC
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Furniture  contextual precedents:
A) Playground surround
B) Arbor
C) Plaza / Playground interface
D) Courtyard  materiality landscape intent set in sculpture garden
E) Street and garden terrace street furniture refer to specification
F) Lawn / path interface with seating intent
G) Bicycle stands refer to specification
* Refer to landscape specification.
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Paving type 1 (P1):
Natural stone paving 80mm deep granite paving flags of varying 
width 600,300,450mm and lenghts 900,600,300. Flamed flamed 
finished 40mm thinck on pedestrian route. Colour buff to light grey 
mix. 5mm joints.
on bound subbase refer to specification. Silver grey / black mix on 
roof terraces in communal open space.
Paving type 2 (P2)
Contrasting black band flamed finished granite 600x300x80mm 
flush with crossing point paving and dished kerb to footway. Black 
Granite flamed finished sets 100x100x80 where required instead 
of llag paving. 5mm joints. on bound subbase refer to specification.
Paving type 3 (P3):
Flamed finished setts 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade, colour 
pink granite and or light grey mix. 5mm joints. on bound subbase re-
fer to specification.
Paving type 4 (P4):
Fan pattern sets 100x100x80mm on bound subgrade. Colour grey 
/ silver grey. 5mm joints. on bound subbase refer to specification.
Paving type 5 (P5):
Buff & sliver grey paving sets / rectilinear dimension units granite; 
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300x300x80 for vehicular trafficked areas and 40mm deep for 
pedestrian zones & 100x215mmx80mm at 5mm joints. Permeable 
joints refer to specification.
Paving type 6 (P6):
Resin bound gravel , Colour buff on permeable sub-base to engi-
neers and manufacturers specification.
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Play surface: 100mm deep rubber mulch on MOT type 1 on drainage 
board. Permeable subgrade on drainage board. Colour buff/ earth
Kerb types:
a) 100x200 flush kerbs granite pedestrian areas, sawn all four sides. 
Top flamed finished.
b) 300x300 flush kerbs granite, sawn all four sides. Top flamed fin-
ished.
Roadways
c) 300x300 raised kerb footpaths along carriage ways, sawn finish 
all sides . Top flamed leading edge bullnose
d) transition kerbs : Granite flamed finish top surface, flush where 
meeting footpath. Bullnose on raised profile.
No facets permitted. Kerbs to be ordered to radii.
Tactile paving:
Inset into paving units for flags and stainless steel tactile strips to 
set units.
* Integrated / recessed manhole and and service covers required 
throughout for paved areas. Aco Brick slot drains and chambers 
Raason in the interest of quality of paved surface. Refer to speci-
fication. : Image ref SC
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Furniture  contextual precedents:
A) Playground surround
B) Arbor
C) Plaza / Playground interface
D) Courtyard  materiality landscape intent set in sculpture garden
E) Street and garden terrace street furniture refer to specification
F) Lawn / path interface with seating intent
G) Bicycle stands refer to specification
* Refer to landscape specification.
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c) 300x300 raised kerb footpaths along carriage ways, sawn finish all sides . Top 
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d) transition kerbs : Granite flamed finish top surface, flush where meeting foot-
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Kerb types: 
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flamed finished.
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roadways
c) 300x300 raised kerb footpaths along carriage ways, sawn finish all sides . Top 
flamed leading edge bullnose 
d) transition kerbs : Granite flamed finish top surface, flush where meeting foot-
path. Bullnose on raised profile.
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* integrated / recessed manhole and and service covers required throughout for 
paved areas.  Aco Brick slot drains and chambers Raason in the interest of qual-
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19JULY 2022       |             LANDSCAPE DESIGN STATEMENT

SITE AT DANESWELL, GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN NINE

Raised tables with stone paving articulate hierar-
chy of pedestrian users within this residential set-
ting as well as providing connectivity between the 
existing terraced houses to the proposed develop-
ment which house amenity spaces. Footpaths are 
aligned with trees varying in scale and  seasonal 
interest. The northern boundary with proposed 
limes is proposed as a biodiverse corridor with a 
proposed native hedgerow of holly, hawthorn, guel-
der rose, wild rose and elder. This proposed green 
link is augmented with native feature yews, crab 
apples and cherries, rowan and whitebeam within 
the development. It is intended to provide perenni-
al underplanting which provide pollinator friendly 
planting as recommended by the National Pollina-
tor Plan. 

Green infrastructure detailing of bioretention 
tree pit trenches are proposed to ameliorate the 
engineered sustainable urban drainage system 
(SUDS). This proposed infiltration pits aim to slow 
the rate of surface water on the site discharging 
to the stormwater system. Following infiltration in 
the case of 100 year event excess surface water is 
proposed to percolate to storm water system to 
ensure that inundation of tree pits does not occur. 
Permeable surfaces are proposed to the northern 
boundary and western pathways. Extensive green 
roofs are proposed to blocks A,B,C and D in addi-
tion to intensive green rooves of proposed roof 
terraces.

Landscape Proposal

02      |      Landscape Proposal

Permitted Masterplan from 2015: View from Botanic Road 

Small / Medium Street tree species proposed

Malus × robusta ‘Red Sentinel’ (crab apple ‘Red 

Sentinel’)

Magnolia kobus (Japanese 

magnolia)Prunus padus 
(bird cherry)

Pyrus calleryana ‘Chanticleer’ 

(callery pear Chanticleer)

Sorbus aria

Acer palmatum

Liquidambar styraciflua  (sweet gum)

Large Street Tree Species Proposed

TxE ‘Eu’ -Tilia x europaea 

‘Euchlora’ (common lime ‘Euchlora’)

Tilia cordata ‘Savaria’ 
(sm

all leaved lim
e ‘Savaria’)

Small mulistem residential garden trees

Exochorda × macrantha ‘The Bride’ 

(pearlbush ‘the Bride)

Hamamelis mollis (witch hazel)
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SITE AT DANESWELL, GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN NINE

The proposed landscape aims to provide perme-
ability for the pedestrian and cycle user to nodes 
of high intensity amenity bounded by street trees. 
Green infrastructure is proposed to respond in 
species selection to the borrowed landscape of 
the adjacent brick chimney, a protected structure 
as well as the wider culturally significant horticul-
tural references of the National Botanical Gardens 
and Glasnevin Cemetery. 

Biodiverse species selection of trees, hedging and 
underplanting are located in zones of less intensity 
to allow potential refuge for birds, small mammals 
and invertebrates. The proposed tree lined bound-
ary and street tree trenches may contribute to the 
proposed sustainable urban drainage system fea-
tures. Permeable routeways  and play surfaces are 
also proposed to contribute to the SUDS features.  
High quality surface treatment of natural stone to 
public realm areas seek to contribute to enhance 
the residential nature of the proposed develop-
ment.  

This palate of materiality has frequently been de-
ployed in placemaking and to denote hierarchy 
of pedestrian within public realm. Vibrant colour, 
scent and continued seasonal interest aim to pro-
vide both positive ecological value but also inclu-
sive multisensory features at human scale. 

Conclusion

02      |      Landscape Proposal

View towards Block D
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Extent of spread of individual species, variety or cultivar at ultimate canopy
spread shown dotted.

Ac-Acer campestre (field maple)
Ar-Acer rubrum 'Brandywine' (red maple)
Ls-Liquidambar styraciflua  (sweet gum)
Tc's'-Tilia cordata 'Savaria' (small leaved lime 'Savaria')
TxE 'Eu' -Tilia x europaea 'Euchlora' (common lime 'Euchlora')

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small tree clear stem semi-mature  *refer to schedule for specification

Feathered specimen tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small/medium tree or specimen large shrub multi-stem semi-mature
*refer to schedule for specification
Ap- Acer palmatum (Japanese maple)
Ar-Arbutus unedo (Strawberry tree)
Ck-Cornus kousa (Chinese dogwood)
Di-Davidia involucrata (hankerchief tree)
Ex-Exochorda × macrantha 'The Bride' (pearlbush 'the Bride)
Hm- Hamamelis mollis (witch hazel) multistem
Cm Crataegus monogyna,(hawthorn)multistem
AM*m Am*m Amelanchier x grandiflora 'Robin Hill' (June berry 'Robin Hill') mulitstem
Mt Malus toringo var.sargentii (Sargent crabapple)
Pm Pinus mugo 'Mops'
Sv- Syringa vulgaris (lilac) multistem
Msh- Magnolia sieboldii

Tb-Taxus Baccata (Yew)
Crown at 1.3m above rootball for the avoidance of access for children to
crown.

Al-Amelanchier x grandiflora ‘Robin Hill’  (June berry 'Robin Hill')
MS'r'-Malus × robusta 'Red Sentinel' (crab apple 'Red Sentinel')
Mk-Magnolia kobus (Japanese magnolia)
Pp-Prunus padus (bird cherry)
Pc-Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer' (callery pear Chanticleer)
Sa- Sobus aria (Whitebeam)
Md'rf' Malus domestica 'Red Falstaff' * dwarfing rootstock
Md'rf' Malus domestica 'Cox's Orange pippen' dwarfing rootstock

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification
Lt-Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree)

Proposed Underplanting

Underplanting to trees and or ornamental herbaceous beds refer to
planting schedule for specification.

Proposed Amenity Lawn
Public open space amenity and games lawn and garden lawn semi public
areas. Refer to planting schedule for specification.

Boundary hedging and or privacy planting shrub layer. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.

Proposed Hedging & Shrub layer

Proposed Pathway and or verge planting
Public realm pathway and or verge planting. Refer to planting schedule for
specification.

Existing Trees

Existing Tilia x europaea  (common lime) EX TxE to be retained. Refer to
arborists report.

Root protection area of existing Tilia x europaea (common lime) to be
retained. Refer to arborists report.

Effective root protection area zone for grouping of trees retained within
subject site area.

Proposed additional growing medium zone for existing Tilia x europaea  trees
for retantion using cellular sub-base. Refer to tree pit details.

NOTES:

Copyright of this drawing is vested in the Architect and it must not be copied or reproduced without consent. Figured dimensions only are to be taken from this drawing . All
contractors must visit site and be responsible for taking and checking all dimensions relative their work. PLUS Architecture are to be advised of any variation between drawings
and site conditions
DO NOT SCALE OFF THIS DRAWING ..... IF IN DOUBT ASK

NB: This drawing should be read in conjunction with  associated Arborist assesment, drawing and report for tree retention.
This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, detail design drawings for tree pits and planting schedule

Planted arbor / pergola
Flowering climbing planting to gateway arbor or pergolas. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.

Ar
Ls

BLOCK A

BLOCK B

BLOCK C

BLOCK E

BLOCK D

tree pit zones. Cross hatch cellular detail where interface with hard paving
or additional tree growing medium for existing trees. Rootspace cells by Greenblue
1.1m root zone deep imported topsoil to specification. Cellular depth with imported top
soil to specification as per tree pit cell depth.All other planted areas 800mm deep
imported top soil to specification. Lawn area 600mm topsoil to specification on subsoil /
imported subgrade to specification. Existing trees for retention new imported topsoil as
required depth of cover over rootzone typically 450mm Refer to landscape specification.
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Extent of spread of individual species, variety or cultivar at ultimate canopy
spread shown dotted.

Ac-Acer campestre (field maple)
Ar-Acer rubrum 'Brandywine' (red maple)
Ls-Liquidambar styraciflua  (sweet gum)
Tc's'-Tilia cordata 'Savaria' (small leaved lime 'Savaria')
TxE 'Eu' -Tilia x europaea 'Euchlora' (common lime 'Euchlora')

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small tree clear stem semi-mature  *refer to schedule for specification

Feathered specimen tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small/medium tree or specimen large shrub multi-stem semi-mature
*refer to schedule for specification
Ap- Acer palmatum (Japanese maple)
Ar-Arbutus unedo (Strawberry tree)
Ck-Cornus kousa (Chinese dogwood)
Di-Davidia involucrata (hankerchief tree)
Ex-Exochorda × macrantha 'The Bride' (pearlbush 'the Bride)
Hm- Hamamelis mollis (witch hazel) multistem
Cm Crataegus monogyna,(hawthorn)multistem
AM*m Am*m Amelanchier x grandiflora 'Robin Hill' (June berry 'Robin Hill') mulitstem
Mt Malus toringo var.sargentii (Sargent crabapple)
Pm Pinus mugo 'Mops'
Sv- Syringa vulgaris (lilac) multistem
Msh- Magnolia sieboldii

Tb-Taxus Baccata (Yew)
Crown at 1.3m above rootball for the avoidance of access for children to
crown.

Al-Amelanchier x grandiflora ‘Robin Hill’  (June berry 'Robin Hill')
MS'r'-Malus × robusta 'Red Sentinel' (crab apple 'Red Sentinel')
Mk-Magnolia kobus (Japanese magnolia)
Pp-Prunus padus (bird cherry)
Pc-Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer' (callery pear Chanticleer)
Sa- Sobus aria (Whitebeam)
Md'rf' Malus domestica 'Red Falstaff' * dwarfing rootstock
Md'rf' Malus domestica 'Cox's Orange pippen' dwarfing rootstock

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification
Lt-Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree)

Proposed Underplanting

Underplanting to trees and or ornamental herbaceous beds refer to
planting schedule for specification.

Proposed Amenity Lawn
Public open space amenity and games lawn and garden lawn semi public
areas. Refer to planting schedule for specification.

Boundary hedging and or privacy planting shrub layer. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.

Proposed Hedging & Shrub layer

Proposed Pathway and or verge planting
Public realm pathway and or verge planting. Refer to planting schedule for
specification.

Existing Trees

Existing Tilia x europaea  (common lime) EX TxE to be retained. Refer to
arborists report.

Root protection area of existing Tilia x europaea (common lime) to be
retained. Refer to arborists report.

Effective root protection area zone for grouping of trees retained within
subject site area.

Proposed additional growing medium zone for existing Tilia x europaea  trees
for retantion using cellular sub-base. Refer to tree pit details.

NOTES:

Copyright of this drawing is vested in the Architect and it must not be copied or reproduced without consent. Figured dimensions only are to be taken from this drawing . All
contractors must visit site and be responsible for taking and checking all dimensions relative their work. PLUS Architecture are to be advised of any variation between drawings
and site conditions
DO NOT SCALE OFF THIS DRAWING ..... IF IN DOUBT ASK

NB: This drawing should be read in conjunction with  associated Arborist assesment, drawing and report for tree retention.
This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, detail design drawings for tree pits and planting schedule

Planted arbor / pergola
Flowering climbing planting to gateway arbor or pergolas. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.
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BLOCK B

BLOCK C

BLOCK E

BLOCK D

tree pit zones. Cross hatch cellular detail where interface with hard paving
or additional tree growing medium for existing trees. Rootspace cells by Greenblue
1.1m root zone deep imported topsoil to specification. Cellular depth with imported top
soil to specification as per tree pit cell depth.All other planted areas 800mm deep
imported top soil to specification. Lawn area 600mm topsoil to specification on subsoil /
imported subgrade to specification. Existing trees for retention new imported topsoil as
required depth of cover over rootzone typically 450mm Refer to landscape specification.
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Extent of spread of individual species, variety or cultivar at ultimate canopy
spread shown dotted.

Ac-Acer campestre (field maple)
Ar-Acer rubrum 'Brandywine' (red maple)
Ls-Liquidambar styraciflua  (sweet gum)
Tc's'-Tilia cordata 'Savaria' (small leaved lime 'Savaria')
TxE 'Eu' -Tilia x europaea 'Euchlora' (common lime 'Euchlora')

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small tree clear stem semi-mature  *refer to schedule for specification

Feathered specimen tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small/medium tree or specimen large shrub multi-stem semi-mature
*refer to schedule for specification
Ap- Acer palmatum (Japanese maple)
Ar-Arbutus unedo (Strawberry tree)
Ck-Cornus kousa (Chinese dogwood)
Di-Davidia involucrata (hankerchief tree)
Ex-Exochorda × macrantha 'The Bride' (pearlbush 'the Bride)
Hm- Hamamelis mollis (witch hazel) multistem
Cm Crataegus monogyna,(hawthorn)multistem
AM*m Am*m Amelanchier x grandiflora 'Robin Hill' (June berry 'Robin Hill') mulitstem
Mt Malus toringo var.sargentii (Sargent crabapple)
Pm Pinus mugo 'Mops'
Sv- Syringa vulgaris (lilac) multistem
Msh- Magnolia sieboldii

Tb-Taxus Baccata (Yew)
Crown at 1.3m above rootball for the avoidance of access for children to
crown.

Al-Amelanchier x grandiflora ‘Robin Hill’  (June berry 'Robin Hill')
MS'r'-Malus × robusta 'Red Sentinel' (crab apple 'Red Sentinel')
Mk-Magnolia kobus (Japanese magnolia)
Pp-Prunus padus (bird cherry)
Pc-Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer' (callery pear Chanticleer)
Sa- Sobus aria (Whitebeam)
Md'rf' Malus domestica 'Red Falstaff' * dwarfing rootstock
Md'rf' Malus domestica 'Cox's Orange pippen' dwarfing rootstock

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification
Lt-Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree)

Proposed Underplanting

Underplanting to trees and or ornamental herbaceous beds refer to
planting schedule for specification.

Proposed Amenity Lawn
Public open space amenity and games lawn and garden lawn semi public
areas. Refer to planting schedule for specification.

Boundary hedging and or privacy planting shrub layer. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.

Proposed Hedging & Shrub layer

Proposed Pathway and or verge planting
Public realm pathway and or verge planting. Refer to planting schedule for
specification.

Existing Trees

Existing Tilia x europaea  (common lime) EX TxE to be retained. Refer to
arborists report.

Root protection area of existing Tilia x europaea (common lime) to be
retained. Refer to arborists report.

Effective root protection area zone for grouping of trees retained within
subject site area.

Proposed additional growing medium zone for existing Tilia x europaea  trees
for retantion using cellular sub-base. Refer to tree pit details.

NOTES:

Copyright of this drawing is vested in the Architect and it must not be copied or reproduced without consent. Figured dimensions only are to be taken from this drawing . All
contractors must visit site and be responsible for taking and checking all dimensions relative their work. PLUS Architecture are to be advised of any variation between drawings
and site conditions
DO NOT SCALE OFF THIS DRAWING ..... IF IN DOUBT ASK

NB: This drawing should be read in conjunction with  associated Arborist assesment, drawing and report for tree retention.
This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, detail design drawings for tree pits and planting schedule

Planted arbor / pergola
Flowering climbing planting to gateway arbor or pergolas. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.
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BLOCK B
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BLOCK E

BLOCK D

tree pit zones. Cross hatch cellular detail where interface with hard paving
or additional tree growing medium for existing trees. Rootspace cells by Greenblue
1.1m root zone deep imported topsoil to specification. Cellular depth with imported top
soil to specification as per tree pit cell depth.All other planted areas 800mm deep
imported top soil to specification. Lawn area 600mm topsoil to specification on subsoil /
imported subgrade to specification. Existing trees for retention new imported topsoil as
required depth of cover over rootzone typically 450mm Refer to landscape specification.
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Extent of spread of individual species, variety or cultivar at ultimate canopy
spread shown dotted.

Ac-Acer campestre (field maple)
Ar-Acer rubrum 'Brandywine' (red maple)
Ls-Liquidambar styraciflua  (sweet gum)
Tc's'-Tilia cordata 'Savaria' (small leaved lime 'Savaria')
TxE 'Eu' -Tilia x europaea 'Euchlora' (common lime 'Euchlora')

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small tree clear stem semi-mature  *refer to schedule for specification

Feathered specimen tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small/medium tree or specimen large shrub multi-stem semi-mature
*refer to schedule for specification
Ap- Acer palmatum (Japanese maple)
Ar-Arbutus unedo (Strawberry tree)
Ck-Cornus kousa (Chinese dogwood)
Di-Davidia involucrata (hankerchief tree)
Ex-Exochorda × macrantha 'The Bride' (pearlbush 'the Bride)
Hm- Hamamelis mollis (witch hazel) multistem
Cm Crataegus monogyna,(hawthorn)multistem
AM*m Am*m Amelanchier x grandiflora 'Robin Hill' (June berry 'Robin Hill') mulitstem
Mt Malus toringo var.sargentii (Sargent crabapple)
Pm Pinus mugo 'Mops'
Sv- Syringa vulgaris (lilac) multistem
Msh- Magnolia sieboldii

Tb-Taxus Baccata (Yew)
Crown at 1.3m above rootball for the avoidance of access for children to
crown.

Al-Amelanchier x grandiflora ‘Robin Hill’  (June berry 'Robin Hill')
MS'r'-Malus × robusta 'Red Sentinel' (crab apple 'Red Sentinel')
Mk-Magnolia kobus (Japanese magnolia)
Pp-Prunus padus (bird cherry)
Pc-Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer' (callery pear Chanticleer)
Sa- Sobus aria (Whitebeam)
Md'rf' Malus domestica 'Red Falstaff' * dwarfing rootstock
Md'rf' Malus domestica 'Cox's Orange pippen' dwarfing rootstock

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification
Lt-Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree)

Proposed Underplanting

Underplanting to trees and or ornamental herbaceous beds refer to
planting schedule for specification.

Proposed Amenity Lawn
Public open space amenity and games lawn and garden lawn semi public
areas. Refer to planting schedule for specification.

Boundary hedging and or privacy planting shrub layer. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.

Proposed Hedging & Shrub layer

Proposed Pathway and or verge planting
Public realm pathway and or verge planting. Refer to planting schedule for
specification.

Existing Trees

Existing Tilia x europaea  (common lime) EX TxE to be retained. Refer to
arborists report.

Root protection area of existing Tilia x europaea (common lime) to be
retained. Refer to arborists report.

Effective root protection area zone for grouping of trees retained within
subject site area.

Proposed additional growing medium zone for existing Tilia x europaea  trees
for retantion using cellular sub-base. Refer to tree pit details.
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NB: This drawing should be read in conjunction with  associated Arborist assesment, drawing and report for tree retention.
This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, detail design drawings for tree pits and planting schedule

Planted arbor / pergola
Flowering climbing planting to gateway arbor or pergolas. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.
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tree pit zones. Cross hatch cellular detail where interface with hard paving
or additional tree growing medium for existing trees. Rootspace cells by Greenblue
1.1m root zone deep imported topsoil to specification. Cellular depth with imported top
soil to specification as per tree pit cell depth.All other planted areas 800mm deep
imported top soil to specification. Lawn area 600mm topsoil to specification on subsoil /
imported subgrade to specification. Existing trees for retention new imported topsoil as
required depth of cover over rootzone typically 450mm Refer to landscape specification.
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Planted arbor / pergola

Existing Trees

Proposed Pathway and or verge planting

Proposed Hedging & Shrub layer

Proposed Amenity Lawn

Proposed Underplanting

Large clear stem semi-mature tree

Small tree clear stem semi-mature

Feathered specimen tree

Small/medium tree or specimen large shrub multi-stem s
emi-mature

Root protection area of existing Trees

Effective root protection area zone for grouping of trees retained within
subject site area.

Extent of spread of individual species, variety or cultivar at ultimate 
canopy spread

Proposed additional growing medium zone for existing Tilia x europaea trees
for retantion using cellular sub-base. Refer to tree pit details.

Tree pit zones. Cross hatch cellular detail where interface with hard paving
or additional tree growing medium for existing trees. Rootspace cells by Greenblue

* Refer to schedule for specifications
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Hydrobrake manhole S-12
4.0 l/sec discharge rate as
agreed with DCC

Existing Petrol/oil
interceptor  installed
during Phase 1
construction works

Proposed tie-in to
exisitng combined

sewer

Existing Attenuation System
Tank 2 - Stormtech System 2

26.8m x 3.4m x 1.1m
Capacity - 67m³
T.W.L - 22.600

I.L - 21.500

Proposed Storm system connects into
Foul system by storm manhole S-15

been connected to foul manhole F12.
For future storm connection to a
possible storm main that may be

installed in Botanic Road a dead leg
connection will be left out of the last
storm manhole. This will extend 1m

minimum past the site site boundary

Proposed Dead leg for future
use as per Greater Dublin

Regional Code of Practice -
Type H manhole

Proposed Attenuation System
Tank 6 - Stormtech System 4
35.5m x 16.5m 1.06m deep
Capacity - 410m³
T.W.L - 23.060
I.L - 22.000

TANK 1 - STORMTECH SYSTEM 1 (EXISTING)

TANK 2 - STORMTECH SYSTEM 2 (EXISTING)

TANK 3 - STORMTECH SYSTEM 3 (EXISTING)
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Tank 1 - Stormtech System 1
46.3m x 4.8m x 1.1m
Capacity - 162m³
T.W.L - 22.500
I.L - 21.400
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Proposed Attenuation System
Tank 4 - Concrete Tank
24.08m x 5m x 1.45m
Capacity - 174.6m³
T.W.L - 22.750
I.L - 21.300

TANK 6 - STORMTECH SYSTEM (PROPOSED)
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Existing 450mm surface water main
between existing manholes S11 &
S12 to be replaced with concrete
attenuation tank

Proposed Attenuation System
Tank 5 - Concrete Tank
23.42m x 3.50m x 1.20m
Capacity - 98.4m³
T.W.L - 22.065
I.L - 20.865m

TANK 5 - CONCRETE TANK (PROPOSED)
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22A

ESB

TBS UNIT-SUBSTATION
TO BE REMOVED

198.71msq COS
686.63msq COS

199.21msq COS

163.33msq COS

217msq COS

PUBLIC LIGHTING DUCT

ESB ESB MICRO PILLAR (MP)

TYPE A COLUMN DETAILS LANTERN DETAILS

HEIGHT : 6m AVERAGE WATTAGE (CLO) : 27W LED
COLUMN QUANTITY : 8 MAKE & MODEL : VEELITE VISTA SERIES 27w LED STREET OPTIC A10

TYPE B COLUMN DETAILS LANTERN DETAILS

HEIGHT : 6m AVERAGE WATTAGE (CLO) : 27W LED
COLUMN QUANTITY : 1 MAKE & MODEL : VEELITE VISTA SERIES 27w LED FORWARD THROW OPTIC A14

TYPE C COLUMN DETAILS LANTERN DETAILS

HEIGHT : 6m AVERAGE WATTAGE (CLO) : 27W LED
COLUMN QUANTITY : 5 MAKE & MODEL : VEELITE VISTA SERIES 27w LED STREET OPTIC WIDE A13

TYPE D COLUMN DETAILS LANTERN DETAILS

HEIGHT : 8m AVERAGE WATTAGE (CLO) : 52W LED
COLUMN QUANTITY : 5 MAKE & MODEL : VEELITE METRO STREETLIGHT 52w LED FORWARD THROW A OPTIC

ESB UNIT SUB-STATIONESBESB

ESB Ø125 RED DUCT

ESB MINI PILLARESB

TYPE EX COLUMN DETAILS 
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Extent of spread of individual species, variety or cultivar at ultimate canopy
spread shown dotted.

Ac-Acer campestre (field maple)
Ar-Acer rubrum 'Brandywine' (red maple)
Ls-Liquidambar styraciflua  (sweet gum)
Tc's'-Tilia cordata 'Savaria' (small leaved lime 'Savaria')
TxE 'Eu' -Tilia x europaea 'Euchlora' (common lime 'Euchlora')

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small tree clear stem semi-mature  *refer to schedule for specification

Feathered specimen tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small/medium tree or specimen large shrub multi-stem semi-mature
*refer to schedule for specification
Ap- Acer palmatum (Japanese maple)
Ck-Cornus kousa (Chinese dogwood)
Di-Davidia involucrata (hankerchief tree)
Ex-Exochorda × macrantha 'The Bride' (pearlbush 'the Bride)
Hm- Hamamelis mollis (witch hazel) multistem
Cm Crataegus monogyna,(hawthorn)multistem
Am*m Amelanchier x grandiflora 'Robin Hill' (June berry 'Robin Hill') mulitstem
Mt Malus toringo var.sargentii (Sargent crabapple)
Pm Pinus mugo 'Mops'
Sv- Syringa vulgaris (lilac) multistem
Msh- Magnolia sieboldii
Ar-Arbutus unedo

Tb-Taxus Baccata (Yew)
Crown at 1.3m above rootball for the avoidance of access for children to
crown.

Al-Amelanchier x grandiflora ‘Robin Hill’  (June berry 'Robin Hill')
MS'r'-Malus × robusta 'Red Sentinel' (crab apple 'Red Sentinel')
Mk-Magnolia kobus (Japanese magnolia)
Pp-Prunus padus (bird cherry)
Pc-Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer' (callery pear Chanticleer)
Sa- Sobus aria (Whitebeam)

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification
Lt-Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree)

Proposed Underplanting

Underplanting to trees and or ornamental herbaceous beds refer to
planting schedule for specification.

Proposed Amenity Lawn
Public open space amenity and games lawn and garden lawn semi public
areas. Refer to planting schedule for specification.

Boundary hedging and or privacy planting shrub layer. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.

Proposed Hedging & Shrub layer

Proposed Pathway and or verge planting
Public realm pathway and or verge planting. Refer to planting schedule for
specification.

Existing Trees

Existing Tilia x europaea  (common lime) EX TxE to be retained. Refer to
arborists report.

Root protection area of existing Tilia x europaea (common lime) to be
retained. Refer to arborists report.

Effective root protection area zone for grouping of trees retained within
subject site area.

Proposed additional growing medium zone for existing Tilia x europaea  trees
for retantion using cellular sub-base. Refer to tree pit details.
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NB: This drawing should be read in conjunction with  associated Arborist assesment, drawing and report for tree retention.
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Planted arbor / pergola
Flowering climbing planting to gateway arbor or pergolas. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.

Ar
Ar

BLOCK A

BLOCK B

BLOCK C

BLOCK E

BLOCK D

tree pit zones. Cross hatch cellular detail where interface with hard paving
or additional tree growing medium for existing trees. Rootspace cells by Greenblue

Sa
Sa

Sa

Extensive
green roof
'Bauder' biodiverse or E/A

Extensive
green roof
'Bauder' biodiverse or E/A

Extensive
green roof
'Bauder' biodiverse or E/A

Specimen shrub
not tree over tank 4 but not over
drainage line

Foul and storm water infrastructure as
annotated by civil engineers. Refer to
civil engineer drawing for expanded annotation.
For clarity only Tank 4 has  proposed woody shrubs
place over an attenuation tank in  a raised planter bed.
All  trees / courtyard or street trees are outside
of storm water attenuation tank.

Specimen shrub

Specimen shrub
not tree over tank 4 but not over
drainage line

Specimen shrub
not tree over tank 4 but not over
drainage line
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Hydrobrake manhole S-12
4.0 l/sec discharge rate as
agreed with DCC

Existing Petrol/oil
interceptor  installed
during Phase 1
construction works

Proposed tie-in to
exisitng combined

sewer

Existing Attenuation System
Tank 2 - Stormtech System 2

26.8m x 3.4m x 1.1m
Capacity - 67m³
T.W.L - 22.600

I.L - 21.500

Proposed Storm system connects into
Foul system by storm manhole S-15

been connected to foul manhole F12.
For future storm connection to a
possible storm main that may be

installed in Botanic Road a dead leg
connection will be left out of the last
storm manhole. This will extend 1m

minimum past the site site boundary

Proposed Dead leg for future
use as per Greater Dublin

Regional Code of Practice -
Type H manhole

Proposed Attenuation System
Tank 6 - Stormtech System 4
35.5m x 16.5m 1.06m deep
Capacity - 410m³
T.W.L - 23.060
I.L - 22.000

TANK 1 - STORMTECH SYSTEM 1 (EXISTING)

TANK 2 - STORMTECH SYSTEM 2 (EXISTING)

TANK 3 - STORMTECH SYSTEM 3 (EXISTING)
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Existing Attenuation System
Tank 1 - Stormtech System 1
46.3m x 4.8m x 1.1m
Capacity - 162m³
T.W.L - 22.500
I.L - 21.400

Existing Attenuation System
Tank 3 - Stormtech System 3

42m x 3.4m x 1.1m
Capacity - 106m³
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Existing Storm main

Proposed Attenuation System
Tank 4 - Concrete Tank
24.08m x 5m x 1.45m
Capacity - 174.6m³
T.W.L - 22.750
I.L - 21.300

TANK 6 - STORMTECH SYSTEM (PROPOSED)
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Existing 450mm surface water main
between existing manholes S11 &
S12 to be replaced with concrete
attenuation tank

Proposed Attenuation System
Tank 5 - Concrete Tank
23.42m x 3.50m x 1.20m
Capacity - 98.4m³
T.W.L - 22.065
I.L - 20.865m

TANK 5 - CONCRETE TANK (PROPOSED)
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LIGHTING POLE
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22A

ESB

TBS UNIT-SUBSTATION
TO BE REMOVED

198.71msq COS
686.63msq COS

199.21msq COS

163.33msq COS

217msq COS

PUBLIC LIGHTING DUCT

ESB ESB MICRO PILLAR (MP)

TYPE A COLUMN DETAILS LANTERN DETAILS

HEIGHT : 6m AVERAGE WATTAGE (CLO) : 27W LED
COLUMN QUANTITY : 8 MAKE & MODEL : VEELITE VISTA SERIES 27w LED STREET OPTIC A10

TYPE B COLUMN DETAILS LANTERN DETAILS

HEIGHT : 6m AVERAGE WATTAGE (CLO) : 27W LED
COLUMN QUANTITY : 1 MAKE & MODEL : VEELITE VISTA SERIES 27w LED FORWARD THROW OPTIC A14

TYPE C COLUMN DETAILS LANTERN DETAILS

HEIGHT : 6m AVERAGE WATTAGE (CLO) : 27W LED
COLUMN QUANTITY : 5 MAKE & MODEL : VEELITE VISTA SERIES 27w LED STREET OPTIC WIDE A13

TYPE D COLUMN DETAILS LANTERN DETAILS

HEIGHT : 8m AVERAGE WATTAGE (CLO) : 52W LED
COLUMN QUANTITY : 5 MAKE & MODEL : VEELITE METRO STREETLIGHT 52w LED FORWARD THROW A OPTIC

ESB UNIT SUB-STATIONESBESB

ESB Ø125 RED DUCT

ESB MINI PILLARESB

TYPE EX COLUMN DETAILS 

EXISTING LIGHT POLE
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Aml
Aml

Ex'b'
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Ex'b'
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Ex'b' Ex'b'

Hm
Ex'b'

Extent of spread of individual species, variety or cultivar at ultimate canopy
spread shown dotted.

Ac-Acer campestre (field maple)
Ar-Acer rubrum 'Brandywine' (red maple)
Ls-Liquidambar styraciflua  (sweet gum)
Tc's'-Tilia cordata 'Savaria' (small leaved lime 'Savaria')
TxE 'Eu' -Tilia x europaea 'Euchlora' (common lime 'Euchlora')

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small tree clear stem semi-mature  *refer to schedule for specification

Feathered specimen tree *refer to schedule for specification

Small/medium tree or specimen large shrub multi-stem semi-mature
*refer to schedule for specification
Ap- Acer palmatum (Japanese maple)
Ck-Cornus kousa (Chinese dogwood)
Di-Davidia involucrata (hankerchief tree)
Ex-Exochorda × macrantha 'The Bride' (pearlbush 'the Bride)
Hm- Hamamelis mollis (witch hazel) multistem
Cm Crataegus monogyna,(hawthorn)multistem
Am*m Amelanchier x grandiflora 'Robin Hill' (June berry 'Robin Hill') mulitstem
Mt Malus toringo var.sargentii (Sargent crabapple)
Pm Pinus mugo 'Mops'
Sv- Syringa vulgaris (lilac) multistem
Msh- Magnolia sieboldii
Ar-Arbutus unedo

Tb-Taxus Baccata (Yew)
Crown at 1.3m above rootball for the avoidance of access for children to
crown.

Al-Amelanchier x grandiflora ‘Robin Hill’  (June berry 'Robin Hill')
MS'r'-Malus × robusta 'Red Sentinel' (crab apple 'Red Sentinel')
Mk-Magnolia kobus (Japanese magnolia)
Pp-Prunus padus (bird cherry)
Pc-Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer' (callery pear Chanticleer)
Sa- Sobus aria (Whitebeam)

Large clear stem semi-mature tree *refer to schedule for specification
Lt-Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree)

Proposed Underplanting

Underplanting to trees and or ornamental herbaceous beds refer to
planting schedule for specification.

Proposed Amenity Lawn
Public open space amenity and games lawn and garden lawn semi public
areas. Refer to planting schedule for specification.

Boundary hedging and or privacy planting shrub layer. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.

Proposed Hedging & Shrub layer

Proposed Pathway and or verge planting
Public realm pathway and or verge planting. Refer to planting schedule for
specification.

Existing Trees

Existing Tilia x europaea  (common lime) EX TxE to be retained. Refer to
arborists report.

Root protection area of existing Tilia x europaea (common lime) to be
retained. Refer to arborists report.

Effective root protection area zone for grouping of trees retained within
subject site area.

Proposed additional growing medium zone for existing Tilia x europaea  trees
for retantion using cellular sub-base. Refer to tree pit details.

KEY PLAN:NOTES:

Copyright of this drawing is vested in the Architect and it must not be copied or reproduced without consent. Figured dimensions only are to be taken from this drawing . All
contractors must visit site and be responsible for taking and checking all dimensions relative their work. PLUS Architecture are to be advised of any variation between drawings
and site conditions
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NB: This drawing should be read in conjunction with  associated Arborist assesment, drawing and report for tree retention.
This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, detail design drawings for tree pits and planting schedule

N

Planted arbor / pergola
Flowering climbing planting to gateway arbor or pergolas. Refer to planting
schedule for specification.

Ar
Ar

BLOCK A

BLOCK B

BLOCK C

BLOCK E

BLOCK D

tree pit zones. Cross hatch cellular detail where interface with hard paving
or additional tree growing medium for existing trees. Rootspace cells by Greenblue

Sa
Sa

Sa

Extensive
green roof
'Bauder' biodiverse or E/A

Extensive
green roof
'Bauder' biodiverse or E/A

Extensive
green roof
'Bauder' biodiverse or E/A

Specimen shrub
not tree over tank 4 but not over
drainage line

Foul and storm water infrastructure as
annotated by civil engineers. Refer to
civil engineer drawing for expanded annotation.
For clarity only Tank 4 has  proposed woody shrubs
place over an attenuation tank in  a raised planter bed.
All  trees / courtyard or street trees are outside
of storm water attenuation tank.

Specimen shrub

Specimen shrub
not tree over tank 4 but not over
drainage line

Specimen shrub
not tree over tank 4 but not over
drainage line

 Plus Architecture, Chancery Lane, Dublin 8, Ireland.                    Tel 015213378       www.plusarchitecture.ie
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Tree pit trench 3000
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Footpah 1800
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Podium tree
planters width

Varies

RootRain single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Triple post staking per tree in real ground
Infiltration sub base beneath tree pit
to civil engineers detail. Where infiltration
drainage layer is required for bioretentive tree
trench excess infiltration
to drain to storm water drain following
infiltration to avoid inundation of tree pit.
Imported tree pit soil refer to growing medium
specification. min 150mm free draining layer
below growing medium.

Existing masonry boundary wall retained and
painted to approved color on subject site side.

Tree pit

Privacy planting width varies min 2m
 for tree pit

D
epth of infiltation stone

to civil enginners detail

RootRain single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Dead man anchor system for trees on podium
in raised planters.
Imported soil to growing medium
specification. Raised tree pits on podium
to have drainage outlet to slung drainage
system in basement. Refer to services overlay
drawing.

Tree pit sundries:
RootRain irrigation inlet: Rootmanagment to all tree planting areas not

in raised planters:
RootStop by Greenblue or E/A depth of
rootbarrier varies depending on depth of
adjacent services max 2m rootbarrier .
Typically 1m rootbarrier required adjacent to
hardlandscape paved surfaces.
Rootmangament mandetory system to ensure
that access can be maintained to service
trenches and to ensure tree rootsystem is not
damaged in the event of service maintenance
opening up works.
Only herbaceous planting over services trench
separated by rootmangment from tree
trench/pit in the event of access required to
adjacent service trench.

va
rie

s

10
00

m
m

R
PA Extent of R

PA line varies per
existing tree refer to tree retention plan
and arborist's report.

RootSpace structure - 2 upright deep x
 uprights across x  uprights wide vary depending
on location 600 +400mm  deep cells
(1 x 2 x 2 module void below RootDirector)
loaded with RootSoil 20 c/w Airflow deck

GLTWGNA twinwall geonet laid over
RootSpace structure

Additional Growing Medium for
existing trees:

Footpath/road construction
permeable resin bound gravel
Sureset or E/A 35mm on
permeable sub-base

RRARBV150B Arborvent 150 single inlet aeration
system with cast inlets
fitted to RootSpace Airflow inlet

GBUMOT3A - 200mm minimum depth of
drainage layer
Additional twinwall GeoNet (GLTWGNA) to
be installed where sub-base is installed
below 3% CBR - Minimum 2%
Castle grille by Greenblue where in paved
area.
Greenblue ReRoot 1000 to
edge of tree pit.
Underground Arbour guy
system
where in cells.

Hardstanding removed from
base of existing tree base as
per arborists method
statement.No dig method to be
deployed as per arborist's method
statement.
Ameloration layer of topsoil to
BS 3882 2015 min 150mm. over
existing ground ground level.
Everedge aluminium edging or
E/A
to path way to retain permeable
footpath surfacing.

Existing trees and railing
and boundary wall
proposed for retention
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RootSpace structure - 2 upright deep x
 uprights across x  uprights wide vary depending
on location 600 +400mm  deep cells
(1 x 2 x 2 module void below RootDirector)
loaded with RootSoil 20 c/w Airflow deck

GLTWGNA twinwall geonet laid over
RootSpace structure

RD1000-RSA RootDirector,
medium, modular root barrier
system

Footpath/road construction
natural stone paving 40mm in
pedestrian zone on boundsub
base Steintec Tuffbed or E/A

RRARBV150B Arborvent 150 single inlet aeration
system with cast inlets
fitted to RootSpace Airflow inlet

GBUMOT3A - 200mm minimum depth of
drainage layer
Additional twinwall GeoNet (GLTWGNA) to
be installed where sub-base is installed
below 3% CBR - Minimum 2%
Castle grille by Greenblue where in paved
area.
Greenblue ReRoot 1000 to
edge of tree pit.
Underground Arbour guy
system
where in cells.
Bioretentive infliltration
excess to drain to
storm water drain following
infiltraion. Land drain
to base of tree pit.
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This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
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Detail A: Podium, privacy planting and tree in natural ground with bioretentive attributes.

Detail B: Existing trees for retention with growing medium proposed as extended

Detail A:  Proposed tree pit in hard landscaped area.

Key plan
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NB: Soils
Refer to soil
specification for all planted areas
including all shrub/ lawn and tree pits.
Adherence to soil specification is
required to ensure long term viability of
all planting.

04      |    Landscape Details

I. Landscape Details - Detail A

Key Plan

*This drawing should be read in conjunction with associated Arborist assesment, 
drawing and report for tree retention.
This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, planting plan and tree retention drawing ,planting schedule & grow-
ing medium specification

Tree pit trench 3000

1100
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Footpah 1800

110011
00

Podium tree
planters width

Varies

RootRain single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Triple post staking per tree in real ground
Infiltration sub base beneath tree pit
to civil engineers detail. Where infiltration
drainage layer is required for bioretentive tree
trench excess infiltration
to drain to storm water drain following
infiltration to avoid inundation of tree pit.
Imported tree pit soil refer to growing medium
specification. min 150mm free draining layer
below growing medium.

Existing masonry boundary wall retained and
painted to approved color on subject site side.

Tree pit

Privacy planting width varies min 2m
 for tree pit

D
epth of infiltation stone

to civil enginners detail

RootRain single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Dead man anchor system for trees on podium
in raised planters.
Imported soil to growing medium
specification. Raised tree pits on podium
to have drainage outlet to slung drainage
system in basement. Refer to services overlay
drawing.

Tree pit sundries:
RootRain irrigation inlet: Rootmanagment to all tree planting areas not

in raised planters:
RootStop by Greenblue or E/A depth of
rootbarrier varies depending on depth of
adjacent services max 2m rootbarrier .
Typically 1m rootbarrier required adjacent to
hardlandscape paved surfaces.
Rootmangament mandetory system to ensure
that access can be maintained to service
trenches and to ensure tree rootsystem is not
damaged in the event of service maintenance
opening up works.
Only herbaceous planting over services trench
separated by rootmangment from tree
trench/pit in the event of access required to
adjacent service trench.
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m

R
PA Extent of R

PA line varies per
existing tree refer to tree retention plan
and arborist's report.

RootSpace structure - 2 upright deep x
 uprights across x  uprights wide vary depending
on location 600 +400mm  deep cells
(1 x 2 x 2 module void below RootDirector)
loaded with RootSoil 20 c/w Airflow deck

GLTWGNA twinwall geonet laid over
RootSpace structure

Additional Growing Medium for
existing trees:

Footpath/road construction
permeable resin bound gravel
Sureset or E/A 35mm on
permeable sub-base

RRARBV150B Arborvent 150 single inlet aeration
system with cast inlets
fitted to RootSpace Airflow inlet

GBUMOT3A - 200mm minimum depth of
drainage layer
Additional twinwall GeoNet (GLTWGNA) to
be installed where sub-base is installed
below 3% CBR - Minimum 2%
Castle grille by Greenblue where in paved
area.
Greenblue ReRoot 1000 to
edge of tree pit.
Underground Arbour guy
system
where in cells.

Hardstanding removed from
base of existing tree base as
per arborists method
statement.No dig method to be
deployed as per arborist's method
statement.
Ameloration layer of topsoil to
BS 3882 2015 min 150mm. over
existing ground ground level.
Everedge aluminium edging or
E/A
to path way to retain permeable
footpath surfacing.

Existing trees and railing
and boundary wall
proposed for retention
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RootSpace structure - 2 upright deep x
 uprights across x  uprights wide vary depending
on location 600 +400mm  deep cells
(1 x 2 x 2 module void below RootDirector)
loaded with RootSoil 20 c/w Airflow deck

GLTWGNA twinwall geonet laid over
RootSpace structure

RD1000-RSA RootDirector,
medium, modular root barrier
system

Footpath/road construction
natural stone paving 40mm in
pedestrian zone on boundsub
base Steintec Tuffbed or E/A

RRARBV150B Arborvent 150 single inlet aeration
system with cast inlets
fitted to RootSpace Airflow inlet

GBUMOT3A - 200mm minimum depth of
drainage layer
Additional twinwall GeoNet (GLTWGNA) to
be installed where sub-base is installed
below 3% CBR - Minimum 2%
Castle grille by Greenblue where in paved
area.
Greenblue ReRoot 1000 to
edge of tree pit.
Underground Arbour guy
system
where in cells.
Bioretentive infliltration
excess to drain to
storm water drain following
infiltraion. Land drain
to base of tree pit.
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Detail A: Podium, privacy planting and tree in natural ground with bioretentive attributes.

Detail B: Existing trees for retention with growing medium proposed as extended

Detail A:  Proposed tree pit in hard landscaped area.

Key plan
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NB: Soils
Refer to soil
specification for all planted areas
including all shrub/ lawn and tree pits.
Adherence to soil specification is
required to ensure long term viability of
all planting.
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Tree pit trench 3000
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Podium tree
planters width

Varies

RootRain single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Triple post staking per tree in real ground
Infiltration sub base beneath tree pit
to civil engineers detail. Where infiltration
drainage layer is required for bioretentive tree
trench excess infiltration
to drain to storm water drain following
infiltration to avoid inundation of tree pit.
Imported tree pit soil refer to growing medium
specification. min 150mm free draining layer
below growing medium.

Existing masonry boundary wall retained and
painted to approved color on subject site side.

Tree pit

Privacy planting width varies min 2m
 for tree pit

D
epth of infiltation stone

to civil enginners detail

RootRain single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Dead man anchor system for trees on podium
in raised planters.
Imported soil to growing medium
specification. Raised tree pits on podium
to have drainage outlet to slung drainage
system in basement. Refer to services overlay
drawing.

Tree pit sundries:
RootRain irrigation inlet: Rootmanagment to all tree planting areas not

in raised planters:
RootStop by Greenblue or E/A depth of
rootbarrier varies depending on depth of
adjacent services max 2m rootbarrier .
Typically 1m rootbarrier required adjacent to
hardlandscape paved surfaces.
Rootmangament mandetory system to ensure
that access can be maintained to service
trenches and to ensure tree rootsystem is not
damaged in the event of service maintenance
opening up works.
Only herbaceous planting over services trench
separated by rootmangment from tree
trench/pit in the event of access required to
adjacent service trench.
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R
PA Extent of R

PA line varies per
existing tree refer to tree retention plan
and arborist's report.

RootSpace structure - 2 upright deep x
 uprights across x  uprights wide vary depending
on location 600 +400mm  deep cells
(1 x 2 x 2 module void below RootDirector)
loaded with RootSoil 20 c/w Airflow deck

GLTWGNA twinwall geonet laid over
RootSpace structure

Additional Growing Medium for
existing trees:

Footpath/road construction
permeable resin bound gravel
Sureset or E/A 35mm on
permeable sub-base

RRARBV150B Arborvent 150 single inlet aeration
system with cast inlets
fitted to RootSpace Airflow inlet

GBUMOT3A - 200mm minimum depth of
drainage layer
Additional twinwall GeoNet (GLTWGNA) to
be installed where sub-base is installed
below 3% CBR - Minimum 2%
Castle grille by Greenblue where in paved
area.
Greenblue ReRoot 1000 to
edge of tree pit.
Underground Arbour guy
system
where in cells.

Hardstanding removed from
base of existing tree base as
per arborists method
statement.No dig method to be
deployed as per arborist's method
statement.
Ameloration layer of topsoil to
BS 3882 2015 min 150mm. over
existing ground ground level.
Everedge aluminium edging or
E/A
to path way to retain permeable
footpath surfacing.

Existing trees and railing
and boundary wall
proposed for retention
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RootSpace structure - 2 upright deep x
 uprights across x  uprights wide vary depending
on location 600 +400mm  deep cells
(1 x 2 x 2 module void below RootDirector)
loaded with RootSoil 20 c/w Airflow deck

GLTWGNA twinwall geonet laid over
RootSpace structure

RD1000-RSA RootDirector,
medium, modular root barrier
system

Footpath/road construction
natural stone paving 40mm in
pedestrian zone on boundsub
base Steintec Tuffbed or E/A

RRARBV150B Arborvent 150 single inlet aeration
system with cast inlets
fitted to RootSpace Airflow inlet

GBUMOT3A - 200mm minimum depth of
drainage layer
Additional twinwall GeoNet (GLTWGNA) to
be installed where sub-base is installed
below 3% CBR - Minimum 2%
Castle grille by Greenblue where in paved
area.
Greenblue ReRoot 1000 to
edge of tree pit.
Underground Arbour guy
system
where in cells.
Bioretentive infliltration
excess to drain to
storm water drain following
infiltraion. Land drain
to base of tree pit.
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Detail B: Existing trees for retention with growing medium proposed as extended
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NB: Soils
Refer to soil
specification for all planted areas
including all shrub/ lawn and tree pits.
Adherence to soil specification is
required to ensure long term viability of
all planting.

04      |      Landscape Details

I. Landscape Details - Detail B & C

Key Plan

*This drawing should be read in conjunction with associated Arborist assesment, 
drawing and report for tree retention.
This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, planting plan and tree retention drawing ,planting schedule & grow-
ing medium specification

Detail C: Proposed treepit in hard landscaped area
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Podium tree
planters width

Varies

RootRain single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Triple post staking per tree in real ground
Infiltration sub base beneath tree pit
to civil engineers detail. Where infiltration
drainage layer is required for bioretentive tree
trench excess infiltration
to drain to storm water drain following
infiltration to avoid inundation of tree pit.
Imported tree pit soil refer to growing medium
specification. min 150mm free draining layer
below growing medium.

Existing masonry boundary wall retained and
painted to approved color on subject site side.

Tree pit

Privacy planting width varies min 2m
 for tree pit

D
epth of infiltation stone

to civil enginners detail

RootRain single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Dead man anchor system for trees on podium
in raised planters.
Imported soil to growing medium
specification. Raised tree pits on podium
to have drainage outlet to slung drainage
system in basement. Refer to services overlay
drawing.

Tree pit sundries:
RootRain irrigation inlet: Rootmanagment to all tree planting areas not

in raised planters:
RootStop by Greenblue or E/A depth of
rootbarrier varies depending on depth of
adjacent services max 2m rootbarrier .
Typically 1m rootbarrier required adjacent to
hardlandscape paved surfaces.
Rootmangament mandetory system to ensure
that access can be maintained to service
trenches and to ensure tree rootsystem is not
damaged in the event of service maintenance
opening up works.
Only herbaceous planting over services trench
separated by rootmangment from tree
trench/pit in the event of access required to
adjacent service trench.
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PA line varies per
existing tree refer to tree retention plan
and arborist's report.

RootSpace structure - 2 upright deep x
 uprights across x  uprights wide vary depending
on location 600 +400mm  deep cells
(1 x 2 x 2 module void below RootDirector)
loaded with RootSoil 20 c/w Airflow deck

GLTWGNA twinwall geonet laid over
RootSpace structure

Additional Growing Medium for
existing trees:

Footpath/road construction
permeable resin bound gravel
Sureset or E/A 35mm on
permeable sub-base

RRARBV150B Arborvent 150 single inlet aeration
system with cast inlets
fitted to RootSpace Airflow inlet

GBUMOT3A - 200mm minimum depth of
drainage layer
Additional twinwall GeoNet (GLTWGNA) to
be installed where sub-base is installed
below 3% CBR - Minimum 2%
Castle grille by Greenblue where in paved
area.
Greenblue ReRoot 1000 to
edge of tree pit.
Underground Arbour guy
system
where in cells.

Hardstanding removed from
base of existing tree base as
per arborists method
statement.No dig method to be
deployed as per arborist's method
statement.
Ameloration layer of topsoil to
BS 3882 2015 min 150mm. over
existing ground ground level.
Everedge aluminium edging or
E/A
to path way to retain permeable
footpath surfacing.

Existing trees and railing
and boundary wall
proposed for retention
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 uprights across x  uprights wide vary depending
on location 600 +400mm  deep cells
(1 x 2 x 2 module void below RootDirector)
loaded with RootSoil 20 c/w Airflow deck

GLTWGNA twinwall geonet laid over
RootSpace structure

RD1000-RSA RootDirector,
medium, modular root barrier
system

Footpath/road construction
natural stone paving 40mm in
pedestrian zone on boundsub
base Steintec Tuffbed or E/A

RRARBV150B Arborvent 150 single inlet aeration
system with cast inlets
fitted to RootSpace Airflow inlet

GBUMOT3A - 200mm minimum depth of
drainage layer
Additional twinwall GeoNet (GLTWGNA) to
be installed where sub-base is installed
below 3% CBR - Minimum 2%
Castle grille by Greenblue where in paved
area.
Greenblue ReRoot 1000 to
edge of tree pit.
Underground Arbour guy
system
where in cells.
Bioretentive infliltration
excess to drain to
storm water drain following
infiltraion. Land drain
to base of tree pit.
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Detail A: Podium, privacy planting and tree in natural ground with bioretentive attributes.

Detail B: Existing trees for retention with growing medium proposed as extended

Detail A:  Proposed tree pit in hard landscaped area.
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NB: Soils
Refer to soil
specification for all planted areas
including all shrub/ lawn and tree pits.
Adherence to soil specification is
required to ensure long term viability of
all planting.Key Plan
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I. Landscape details - Detail D

Key Plan

*This drawing should be read in conjunction with associated Arborist assesment, 
drawing and report for tree retention.
This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, planting plan and tree retention drawing ,planting schedule & grow-
ing medium specification

Detail D: Homezone Access Road / Planted buffer margin/ footpath / privacy strip 
or buffer. As seen as section A:A on the key plan.

Road Buffer Zone varies
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0-
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Footpath 1800
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00

Podium privacy strip
planters width Varies min
1.5m width for growing

medium

Tree tench/ pit:
RootRain single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Triple post staking per tree in real ground
Infiltration sub base beneath tree pit
to civil engineers detail. Where infiltration
drainage layer is required for bioretentive tree
trench excess infiltration
to drain to storm water drain following
infiltration to avoid inundation of tree pit.
Imported tree pit soil refer to growing medium
specification. min 150mm free draining layer
below growing medium. Geotextile fleece
layer between free draining subgrade material.

Rootmanagment:
RootStop by Greenblue or E/A depth of
rootbarrier varies depending on depth of
adjacent services max 2m rootbarrier .
Typically 1m rootbarrier required adjacent to
hardlandscape paved surfaces.
Rootmangament mandetory system to ensure
that access can be maintained to service
trenches and to ensure tree rootsystem is not
damaged in the event of service maintenance
opening up works.
Only herbaceous planting over services trench
separated by rootmangment from tree
trench/pit in the event of access required to
service trench.

Roadways surfacing to (BS 7533-7):
Natural stone setts flamed finished bound
100x100x80 Steintec Tuffbed min depth
40mm with 'Tuffbond' primer mortar. Jointing
mortar Steintec 'Tufftop' ; colour of mortar to
be approved by landscape
architect to closely  match stone.
Subgrade to engineers specification .
Refer to specification
300x300mm bullnosed granite
kerb hauched.
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Raised privacy strip planters :
RootRain  single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Dead man anchor system for trees on podium
in raised planters.
Imported soil to growing medium
specification. Raised small mulitstem tree pits
and or planted privcay planter on podium
privacy strip to have drainage outlet to slung
drainage system in basement. Refer to
services overlay drawing.
Brick planter to match building brick
specificaiton. Grounting to match architectural
specification.

Internal F.G.L.

Facade

80
0

Carriage way

Footpath: To (BS 7533-7)
40mm natural stone to pedestrian areas
paving bound mortar bed
Steintec Tuffbed min depth
40mm with 'Tuffbond' primer mortar. Jointing
mortar Steintec 'Tufftop' ; colour of mortar to
be approved by landscape
architect to closely  match stone. Subgrade to
engineers specification . Refer to specification.
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Detail A: Homezone Access Road / Planted buffer margin/ footpath / privacy strip or buffer

Key plan
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A

Detail A: Homezone Access Road / Planted buffer margin/ footpath / privacy strip or buffer

NB: Soils
Refer to soil
specification for all planted areas
including all shrub/ lawn and tree pits.
Adherence to soil specification is
required to ensure long term viability of
all planting.

Road Buffer Zone varies

10
0-

15
0

Footpath 1800

11
00

Podium privacy strip
planters width Varies min
1.5m width for growing

medium

Tree tench/ pit:
RootRain single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Triple post staking per tree in real ground
Infiltration sub base beneath tree pit
to civil engineers detail. Where infiltration
drainage layer is required for bioretentive tree
trench excess infiltration
to drain to storm water drain following
infiltration to avoid inundation of tree pit.
Imported tree pit soil refer to growing medium
specification. min 150mm free draining layer
below growing medium. Geotextile fleece
layer between free draining subgrade material.

Rootmanagment:
RootStop by Greenblue or E/A depth of
rootbarrier varies depending on depth of
adjacent services max 2m rootbarrier .
Typically 1m rootbarrier required adjacent to
hardlandscape paved surfaces.
Rootmangament mandetory system to ensure
that access can be maintained to service
trenches and to ensure tree rootsystem is not
damaged in the event of service maintenance
opening up works.
Only herbaceous planting over services trench
separated by rootmangment from tree
trench/pit in the event of access required to
service trench.

Roadways surfacing to (BS 7533-7):
Natural stone setts flamed finished bound
100x100x80 Steintec Tuffbed min depth
40mm with 'Tuffbond' primer mortar. Jointing
mortar Steintec 'Tufftop' ; colour of mortar to
be approved by landscape
architect to closely  match stone.
Subgrade to engineers specification .
Refer to specification
300x300mm bullnosed granite
kerb hauched.
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Raised privacy strip planters :
RootRain  single inlet irrigation system with
cast inlet where in paved area  in under
planted does not require casting.
Dead man anchor system for trees on podium
in raised planters.
Imported soil to growing medium
specification. Raised small mulitstem tree pits
and or planted privcay planter on podium
privacy strip to have drainage outlet to slung
drainage system in basement. Refer to
services overlay drawing.
Brick planter to match building brick
specificaiton. Grounting to match architectural
specification.

Internal F.G.L.

Facade

80
0

Carriage way

Footpath: To (BS 7533-7)
40mm natural stone to pedestrian areas
paving bound mortar bed
Steintec Tuffbed min depth
40mm with 'Tuffbond' primer mortar. Jointing
mortar Steintec 'Tufftop' ; colour of mortar to
be approved by landscape
architect to closely  match stone. Subgrade to
engineers specification . Refer to specification.
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Detail A: Homezone Access Road / Planted buffer margin/ footpath / privacy strip or buffer
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Detail A: Homezone Access Road / Planted buffer margin/ footpath / privacy strip or buffer

NB: Soils
Refer to soil
specification for all planted areas
including all shrub/ lawn and tree pits.
Adherence to soil specification is
required to ensure long term viability of
all planting.
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Lawn:
Amenity lawn turf or seed mix on multipurpose
BS 3882: 2015 screened 640mm imported
topsoil to specification (refer to growing
medium specification.
no fill permitted.
REASON: To minimise the impact of heavy
foot traffic and compaction and to increase
moisture retention due to shallow depth of
cover due to attenuation system good quality
growing medium required for public open
space which will receive heavy use.  on
Bauder Reservoir Board Drainage and
Protection Layer 70mm thick on geotextile
layer. on Storm Tech attenuation system
1060mm deep. Arched voids under
resevoir board above attenuation system to be
filled with free draining material.

Playground Railing 1.1m high SHS 50x75
powdercoated uprights with base plate
concealed below surface treatment. Outer
edge defined by hedge or multisensory herbs
such as lavendar , rosemary and sage over
podium. Defined by box hedge to the lawn.
Gated link to lawn area from senior play area.

Playsurface: Rubber mulch buff/ earth mix
colour 100mm depth to achieve safe fall height
on MOT type 1 subgrade or as per subgrade
requirements of manufacturer on Bauder or
E/A drainage board with sufficent compressive
strength for masonry and subgrade material.
Natural stone kerb (granite) as bounding edge
to playsurface flush with play surface.

Raised privacy strip planters :
Where multisetem featrue shrubs are
proposed RootRain  single inlet irrigation
system with cast inlet where in paved area  in
under planted does not require casting.
Dead man anchor system for trees/ specimen
shrubs on podium
in raised planters.
Imported soil to growing medium
specification. Raised small mulitstem tree pits
and or planted privcay planter on podium
privacy strip to have drainage outlet to slung
drainage system in basement.
Brick planter to match building brick
specificaiton. Grounting to match architectural
specification.

Footpath: To (BS 7533-7)
40mm natural stone to pedestrian areas
paving bound mortar bed
Steintec Tuffbed min depth
40mm with 'Tuffbond' primer mortar. Jointing
mortar Steintec 'Tufftop' ; colour of mortar to
be approved by landscape
architect to closely  match stone. Subgrade to
engineers specification . Refer to specification.

Pergola:
Steel framed pergola powder coated
with pollinator friendly multi-sensory
climbing plants as gateway between
junior and senior playground and lawn area
formal entrance.
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Detail A: Lawn/ Attenuation Detail with resevoir board/ playground section through older childrens playgrond / Privcay (buffer ) on podium
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NB: This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, planting plan  ,planting schedule & growing medium specification, landscape specification and maintenance
report and landscpae design statement.

Proposed Reservoir Board under lawn
growing medium over proposed
attenuation system.
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I. Landscape Details - Detail E

Detail E: Lawn/ Attenuation Detail with resevoir board/ playground section through 
older childrens playgrond / Privcay (buffer ) on podium. . As seen as section A:A on 
the key plan.

Key Plan

*This drawing should be read in conjunction with associated Arborist assesment, 
drawing and report for tree retention.
This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, planting plan and tree retention drawing ,planting schedule & grow-
ing medium specification
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Lawn:
Amenity lawn turf or seed mix on multipurpose
BS 3882: 2015 screened 640mm imported
topsoil to specification (refer to growing
medium specification.
no fill permitted.
REASON: To minimise the impact of heavy
foot traffic and compaction and to increase
moisture retention due to shallow depth of
cover due to attenuation system good quality
growing medium required for public open
space which will receive heavy use.  on
Bauder Reservoir Board Drainage and
Protection Layer 70mm thick on geotextile
layer. on Storm Tech attenuation system
1060mm deep. Arched voids under
resevoir board above attenuation system to be
filled with free draining material.

Playground Railing 1.1m high SHS 50x75
powdercoated uprights with base plate
concealed below surface treatment. Outer
edge defined by hedge or multisensory herbs
such as lavendar , rosemary and sage over
podium. Defined by box hedge to the lawn.
Gated link to lawn area from senior play area.

Playsurface: Rubber mulch buff/ earth mix
colour 100mm depth to achieve safe fall height
on MOT type 1 subgrade or as per subgrade
requirements of manufacturer on Bauder or
E/A drainage board with sufficent compressive
strength for masonry and subgrade material.
Natural stone kerb (granite) as bounding edge
to playsurface flush with play surface.

Raised privacy strip planters :
Where multisetem featrue shrubs are
proposed RootRain  single inlet irrigation
system with cast inlet where in paved area  in
under planted does not require casting.
Dead man anchor system for trees/ specimen
shrubs on podium
in raised planters.
Imported soil to growing medium
specification. Raised small mulitstem tree pits
and or planted privcay planter on podium
privacy strip to have drainage outlet to slung
drainage system in basement.
Brick planter to match building brick
specificaiton. Grounting to match architectural
specification.

Footpath: To (BS 7533-7)
40mm natural stone to pedestrian areas
paving bound mortar bed
Steintec Tuffbed min depth
40mm with 'Tuffbond' primer mortar. Jointing
mortar Steintec 'Tufftop' ; colour of mortar to
be approved by landscape
architect to closely  match stone. Subgrade to
engineers specification . Refer to specification.

Pergola:
Steel framed pergola powder coated
with pollinator friendly multi-sensory
climbing plants as gateway between
junior and senior playground and lawn area
formal entrance.
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Detail A: Lawn/ Attenuation Detail with resevoir board/ playground section through older childrens playgrond / Privcay (buffer ) on podium
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NB: This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, planting plan  ,planting schedule & growing medium specification, landscape specification and maintenance
report and landscpae design statement.

Proposed Reservoir Board under lawn
growing medium over proposed
attenuation system.
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to the tree size

Supporting Stakes deeper
than the tree pit
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create Irrigation bowl

Lightly tensioned loops of Jute fabric ties secure
the tree trunk from three sides, then
wrapped around itself and tied off securely.
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NOTE: THIS DRAWING IS TO BE READ IN
CONJUNCTION WITH PLANTING PLAN . 1 NO
SUPPORT SYSTEM TO BE PROVIDED FOR ALL
CLEAR STEM TREES. ADDITIONAL TREE
SUPPORT OF DEAD MAN ANCHORS AND
UNDERGUYING  TO BE PROVIDED AS PER DETAIL
FOR PODIUM TREES.
IF WEATHER CONDITIONS DUE TO EXPOSED SITE
REQUIRE UNDERGROUND GUYING MAY BE
REQUIRED.
ALL MULTI-STEM SPECIMENS TO RECEIVE
'ARBORGUY' ANCHORING SYSTEM WITH
ASSOCIATED ANCHOR PLATES AND STRAPS.
REFER TO SYSTEM IMAGE DETAIL BELOW FOR
REFERENCE.

ARBOUR-GUY system by Greenleaf/Greenblue
or E/A: Anchor plates 3no, straps and ties over
rootball. All trees on embankments in exposed
locations in addition to traditional staking. All
multistem trees require Arbour-guy system.
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I.Landscape Details - Detail F

*This drawing should be read in conjunction with associated Arborist assesment, 
drawing and report for tree retention.
This drawing should be read in conjuntion with assiciated landscape architectural
masterplan, planting plan and tree retention drawing ,planting schedule & grow-
ing medium specification
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Response to Planning Report on Recommended Opinion (LRD 6001/22-S2)

05     |      Appendix A

Permitted Masterplan from 2015: View from Botanic Road 

 

The following is required of the applicant in furnishing landscape proposals for the proposed development: 

In respect of landscape provision the applicant has been requested by the planning authority, Dublin City Council to provide the following 
information in the application for the proposed development. A table of responses below in respect of item 4 a,b,c,d,e inclusive is set out 
below: 
 

 

APPENDIX A Response to  Planning Report on Recommended Opinion (LRD 6001/22-S2) 

4. Open Space and Biodiversity 

a. Demonstrate how the proposed public and private landscaped areas will ensure the 
highest quality amenity for the proposed development and complement its setting. 
 
b. Demonstrate adequate micro-climate in open spaces 

c. Drawings demonstrating adequate buffer zones, boundaries, and play areas 

d. Co-ordination of drawings. 

e. Details addressing concerns regarding the landscaping of the attenuation area; 
consideration to be given to reservoir boards. 
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Permitted Masterplan from 2015: View from Botanic Road 

 
Response to Planning Report on Recommended Opinion (LRD 6001/22-S2) 

Response Item Reference  Response  Landscape Drawing/ Document 
reference 

Dublin City Council.     Landscape architect 
 

 

a. Demonstrate how the proposed 
public and private landscaped areas will 
ensure the highest quality amenity for 
the proposed development and 
complement its setting. 
 

The proposed development is set within an existing development of terraced 
blocks houses constructed on a phased basis within a parent permission ABP 
Ref PL29N246124. This proposed developed is a new application but set 
within the constraints of that approved application. The terraced housing 
units are constructed  with existing service systems such as attenuation , foul 
, stormwater and electrical systems. The new application retains the existing 
services layout with additional service interventions in the subject site area. 
An existing road alignment pertains and its alignment is retained within the 
proposed application. Therefore the public open space design responds to 
the constraints of the existing granted and phased completion of the 
approved application aforementioned.  
The objective within this set of constraints for the landscape design proposal 
has been to provide high quality usable public and communal open space 
which responds to both human scale comfort and amenity value, retention 
and enhancement of existing green infrastructure and enhancement of 
biodiverse value of the existing context. 
The aim of the landscape proposal is to create a neighborhood characterized 
by tree lined streets with a genus loci where pedestrian hierarchy is 
prevalent. The proposed development responds to the possible future need 
to integrate this local neighborhood into the wider context should the 
adjacent printworks site be developed into an alternative use yet afford the  
retention of existing residents quality communal open space and public open 
space. The architectural masterplan responds to the existing granted 
permission criterion to create a building blocks which create passively 
supervised spaces which respond to the existing dwellings. Here Block E 

489_WS_15_00_01   
489_WS_15_00_02 
489_WS_15_00_03 
489_WS_15_00_02   
489_WS_15_00_06 
489_15_09 
Landscape Specification and 
Maintenance Specification. 
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Permitted Masterplan from 2015: View from Botanic Road 

faces the existing housing creating a typology typical of a Victorian pocket 
square or green. On the east west axis blocks C and D form the perpendicular 
sides to the neighborhood green. An  Annex space to the east of block D 
forms communal open courtyard space with a feature handkerchief tree 
(Davidia involucrate) with views of the canopy visible from the main 
neighborhood green. These feature trees are specified as semi mature in 
order that flowering maturity is experienced at implementation for the 
residential community but also visible from the borrowed landscape of the 
public open space. This allows for the proposed public open space to 
integrate with the possible future extension of the adjacent site in extending 
the public open space to the north.  
A defining feature of the borrowed landscape is the a protected structure 
comprising of an industrial brick chimney on the printworks site to the north. 
The public open space centered within the masterplan aligns on a north south 
axis terminated in its vista with the brick chimney. The proposed landscape 
responds to this with a suite of public realm interventions with a feature 
public seating and table element to the north , a pergola in terracotta tones 
to the south within the senior playground. To the south of this the a public 
seating element with a feature tulip tree, Liriodendron tulipifera is proposed. 
The feature tree forms the center piece of this pocket plaza that bridges the 
new proposed development  via a shared surface treatment to the existing 
terraced houses.  
Intimate spaces within the larger public open spaces are created by the use 
of soft vegetated multisensory planting. The multifunctional amenity lawn is 
set with a planted and tree lined garden setting with voids for seating and 
tables suitable for different age groups to utilize. Devices such as mature 
hedging lines define formal functions such as connections between the two 
play areas and the lawn area. Similarly mature hedging and trees to the 
northwest form a secondary entrance seating area with a south facing aspect 
at Block A. Pergolas and arbors with scented climbing plants act as gateways 
to each defined zone which has a different character for example play, 
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amenity lawn, public seating, pocket plaza to create diversity of public and 
communal open space.  
In accordance with DMURS hierarchy of home zone and neighborhoods is 
articulated in the paving pattern throughout. Natural stone paving with 
banding and changes in pattern at key junctures are proposed to denote 
home zones and pedestrian hierarchy. SUDS features within the surface 
treatment are proposed along with integration with bio-retentive tree 
trenches linked to the storm water system. Porous surface treatment is 
proposed to the northerly portion of the proposed development whilst all 
play surfaces are proposed as permeable surfaces slowing the rate of 
inundation to the storm water system. Surface drawing demonstrates 
quality of surface treatment proposed on drawing 489_15_09 as well as in the 
Landscape specification report. Demonstration of conformity to the 
objectives set out in DMURS is represented on the landscape drawings as 
follows: 
489_WS_15_00_01 , 489_WS_15_00_02  &  489_WS_15_00_06. 
In order to integrate both the existing, possible future and proposed 
development into a high quality landscape; liminal spaces are proposed with 
distinct precincts connected via an hierarchy of planted routeways. The 
layered approach of vegetation extends into the plan at various scales using 
planted arbors and pergolas to articulate nodal points within the plan. These 
devices which also contribute to a multisensory experience of both the public 
visitor and residents define higher place order of the pedestrian space within 
the proposed landscape masterplan. Soft landscaped zones of vegetation 
scale upwards from boarder planting , shrub layer , hedge to tree lined 
amenity spaces. External seating to the northwest is lined with hedgerow and 
street trees which is perpendicular to the existing Botanic Road tree 
alignment. These allow public seating areas within the landscape masterplan 
sheltered in a calm natural stone paved areas surrounded by semi mature 
tree planting and understory planting. These create zones of differing 
function and diversity within the landscape masterplan. These focal areas 

10
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are demonstrated on the landscape masterplan and overlay drawings on 
489_WS_15_00_01 , 489_WS_15_00_02  &  489_WS_15_00_06. The routeways 
and focal landscape features are demonstrated to allow for possible future 
integration to the wider development of the lands to the north should that 
occur in the future. This is elaborated upon the possible future masterplan 
within the landscape design statement. This demonstrates that should this 
occur that the quality of public open space can be retained and integrated 
without prejudicing the proposed communal open space of this proposed 
development. 
The palette of soft landscape treatment is illustrated on the roof landscape 
masterplan 489_WS_15_00_02  and in more detail on the planting plan 
489_WS_15_00_03 with accompanying specification within the landscape 
specification. The proposed soft landscape proposes semi- mature trees 
with 1 no. feature tree to the south of the public open space. The biodiverse 
value of semi-mature trees allows for the enhancement of linear bat 
corridors whilst the species selection allows for pollinator and bird friendly 
tree species. Here early flowering to mid-summer / autumn berry trees allow 
for food sources for pollinators and trees. Some evergreen trees are 
provided as well as hedgerow to provide cover for birds and small mammals. 
Additional biodiverse value is proposed on the all flat roof sections with 
green roofs. Understory planting is proposed to provide herbaceous 
pollinator friendly planting to provide both seasonal colour , scent and food 
sources for birds and pollinators. At a human scale this also provides a 
multisensory experience of the public open and communal open spaces. 
Trees of varying scale (height), form (multi-stem umbrella, clear stem ) , leaf 
colour and flowering times provide visual and sensory interest throughout 
the seasons.  
Street furniture within public open spaces and garden furniture within 
communal open spaces are defined within the landscape specification to be 
robust in nature yet contemporary. A feature dual aspect bespoke communal 
bench and table welcomes the pedestrian entering from the north western 
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approach. This also provides seating and a bounded edge to the northern 
part of the junior playground. The vista from the bespoke table bench to the 
south is of the feature tulip tree. The vista to  the north comprises the 
protected structure of the print works chimney. Should a future connection 
within a wider LAP be developed this feature designed intervention can be 
integrated into a wider masterplan where a plaza may feature within the 
adjacent site. Again this is devised so as not to prejudice the public open 
space quality of the existing residents within this proposed development of 
those houses which are constructed. Public seating is proposed at regular 
intervals along routeways with bicycle parking bays located conveniently 
near the amenity zones within the landscape masterplan. Amenity spaces are 
provided with seating and pergolas to provide interest , cover and diversity 
in the public and communal courtyard and roof terraces. 
In conclusion the landscape proposal provides for high quality surfaces, 
urban furniture, diversity and scale in public and communal open spaces and 
higher place order within a neighborhood setting. The proposal allows for the 
future integration into a wider context should the northerly print works be 
developed from its current use. The genius loci for the borrowed landscape 
of this proposed development centers upon the protected structure of the 
brick chimney to the north. Integration with the exiting dwellings to the south 
and east of the site are provided for by creating a neighborhood green and 
play areas as well as ancillary pocket seating areas. This allows for residents 
and public visitors to perambulate within a neighborhood setting with safe 
passive surveillance due to the architectural configuration. Tree lined 
carriageways and boundary conditions along with retention of the existing 
trees to Botanic Road create a defined calm landscape  precinct for the 
enjoyment of residents and visitors.  
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b. Demonstrate adequate  
micro-climate in open spaces 
 

A wind  micro climate modelling study was undertaken for this proposed 
development. The study notes the following: 
‘The assessment of the proposed scenario has shown that no area is unsafe, 
and no 
conditions of distress are created by the proposed development. 
• All the roads proposed can be used for their intended scope. 
•The wind microclimate of the proposed development is comfortable and 
usable for 
pedestrians. 
As result of the proposed development construction, the wind on the 
surrounding urban context is slightly increased on the North-West side of the 
development when compared with the baseline situation, however, the 
conditions remain suitable for the intended use (walking).’ 
The wind micro climate study concluded the following: 
‘• The development is designed to be a high-quality environment for the 
scope of use intended of each areas/building (i.e. comfortable and pleasant 
for potential pedestrian), and, 
• The development does not introduce any critical impact on the surrounding 
buildings, or nearby adjacent roads.’ 
Whilst  microclimate can be assessed in levels of comfort from an empirical 
basis for wind the exact impact of the particulars arising from the proposed 
landscape design cannot be empirically defined. This author has proposed a 
landscape scheme which incorporates best practice in urban tree planting 
systems and planting primarily derived from the current All Ireland Pollinator 
Plan. Landscape precincts within the proposed landscape masterplan are 
derived from first principles of creating shelter belts using scale in planting 
from trees, hedgerow and boarder planting. A mix of herbaceous , evergreen, 
climbing and woody structures are proposed to give cover throughout the 
seasons. Spaces of shade and light are proposed to give comfort to the user 
of these spaces as well as diversity in form of trees from small, medium to 
large trees with varying from, multi-stem to umbrella shape to clear stem. 

-Wind Micro Climate 
modelling study ( by Fluid 
Dynamics) 
-489_WS_15_00_02 
-489_WS_15_00_03 
-Landscape Specification and 
Maintenance Specification 
(planting specification 
content) 
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The selection of planting is proposed as urban tolerant trees and planting 
which are hardy in the Irish urban setting.  This is proposed to provide a 
successful landscape scheme that is as resilient as possible. By providing 
pergolas, arbors , tree and planted spaces each zone is provided on first 
principle basis with its own microclimate responding to the scale of each 
amenity space. Refer to planting plan, planting specification and landscape 
masterplan (roof plan)  
 

c. Drawings demonstrating adequate 
buffer zones, boundaries, and play areas 
 

A key overlay drawing on the landscape masterplan is provided on drawing 
reference 489_WS_15_06. Reference drawings to detail drawings of play 
areas, bufferzones, boundaries and privacy strip details are set out in this key 
drawing. Landscape detail drawing pertaining to the above are as follows: 
489_WS_15_05, 489_WS_15_07 , 489_WS_15_08, 489_WS_15_10 and 
489_WS_15_11.  
 

489_WS_15_05 
489_WS_15_07 
489_WS_15_08 
489_WS_15_10 
489_WS_15_11 

d. Co-ordination of drawings The architectural layout has defined the set out of the proposed landscape 
masterplan within the constraints of the aforementioned as built granted 
application to the south and east. The floor levels which relate to the 
proposed landscape masterplan are the proposed podium line ( set out on 
planting plan and services co-ordination drawing), ground floor plan of all 
blocks, roof plan of all proposed blocks. Other information which is 
integrated in a legible manner into the proposed services co-ordination 
drawing  are as follows: existing context of existing housing roadways , front 
curtilages, ordinance survey information, topographical survey information, 
below ground services as existing and as proposed, arboricultural survey 
information including root protection areas. For legibility purposes 
arboricultural information is made explicit in the proposed planting plan ref 
489_WS_15_00_03. This is also included in the combined proposed and 
existing services of mechanical and electrical, storm and foul water services 
and public lighting on drawing 489_WS_15_00_04 as an overlay on the 
proposed planting plan with arboricultural information included also. For 

489_WS_15_00_03 
489_WS_15_00_04 
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legibility reasons this is not included on the two masterplan drawings. 
However the site layout as set out in the aforementioned drawings derived 
from the above is set out faithfully on the masterplan.  
Biodiversity aspects have been fed into the design process such as 
enhancement of tree specification for bat corridors. Zones of less managed 
planting for small mammal and bird populations to the north of the site. 
Diversity in planting to allow for food sources for pollinator groups as well as 
birds. References to these aspects can be found within the ecological report. 
Lighting proposals are proposed as cowl lighting with colour rendering within 
the soft white range. Refer to Mechanical and Electrical reports for public 
lighting proposals. Positions of public lighting is co-ordinated on the 
proposed services overlay drawing 489_WS_15_00_04. 
Therefore the landscape proposals contain  the relevant information 
provided by the cognate and relevant disciplines to the proposed landscape 
design. The proposed suite of landscape drawings draw relevant information 
as is required to demonstrate co-ordination of below ground services (civil 
and mechanical / electrical), road engineering layouts, public lighting, 
basement ventilation requirements (mechanical and electrical), 
arboricultural surveys and architectural layout.  
 

e. Details addressing concerns 
regarding the landscaping of the 
attenuation area; consideration to be 
given to reservoir boards. 
 

The area of concern is the amenity lawn area which is over the proposed 
attenuation zone tank no.6 (see 489_WS_15_04). A proposed reservoir board 
is detailed on drawing 489_WS_15_07 along with a specific soil specification 
for this area. This is articulated on the detail drawing and set out in the 
growing medium specification. This is to ensure that soil of poor or claggy 
structure is not used where heavy foot traffic (compaction risk) is likely given 
the proposed use of the area over the attenuation system. Instead good 
quality loamy soil is proposed to ensure the best opportunity is given for the 
lawn to succeed.  

489_WS_15_04 
489_WS_15_07 
Growing medium specification 
within landscape and 
maintenance specification 
document. 

END   
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